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Abstract 
A list of classical Banach spaces is examined and it is determined which spaces 
have each of a list of properties. Many answers, and their proofs, are found in 
the literature; in such cases a re-written and accessible proof is supplied. Where 
this is not appropriate, only reference is given. All non-standard results are stated 
and referenced if not proved, as the exploration attempts to be as self-contained 
as possible. The results are summarized at the end of the document in order to 
maximize the usefulness of the work done; and a brief discussion on additional 
topics is also included as an addendum. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
In "Linear Operators : Volume I" by Dunford and Schwarz, there is a table 
which contains a summary of useful results regarding linear spaces and their prop­
erties. It plots a list of Banach Spaces against a list of properties that they either 
have or do not have. While providing an extremely useful reference, it has become 
quite dated. As such, it motivates a more current investigation into the matter. 
With the intent of compiling the key properties of a large variety of normed linear 
spaces (with emphasis on Banach Spaces), we perform just that. Some of our 
questions demand more than just a simple 'yes' or 'no' answer. Separability of a 
space, for example, requires a countable dense subset. Instead of just answering 
the question of whether such a set exists, we supply the set. 
1 
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CHAPTER 2 
Preliminaries 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic concepts in general topo­
logical spaces. Familiarity with vector spaces and standard results in real analysis 
is also useful. Results that are non-standard, in the opinion of the author, are at 
the very least stated when used. While some of the definitions we give below are 
implicitly assumed to be familiar, they are so central to the study that they ought 
to be explicitly stated. 
Definition 1. A normed linear space X is said to be complete if every Cauchy 
sequence converges to some element of X. 
Definition 2. A Banach space is a complete normed linear space. 
By definition, normed linear spaces have scalar fields. We denote this field by 
K. Unless otherwise specified, K is understood to mean either the real or the 
complex numbers. 
Unless otherwise specified, fx f shall always mean the Lebesgue integral of / 
over the set X. 
Given a normed linear space X, we use Bx to mean the set 
{x G X : ||x|| < 1}. We also use Sx to mean the set {x G X : ||x|| = 1}. 
2 
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We shall start by listing the normed linear spaces to be examined, beginning 
with the most familiar. 
If we label an element of an n-dimensional space as y, then it is understood 
that y = (yi,yn), unless these symbols already have meaning. This rule extends 
naturally to sequences. 
We also use 5,j to mean 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. 
We can allow for summation over arbitrary (and possibly uncountable) sets, as 
follows. 
Definition 3. I f F  i s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  i n d e x i n g  s e t ,  a n d  f  i s  a  n o n - n e g a t i v e  s c a l a r -
valued function defined on T, then we define E76r/(7) = suP{^jejf{j)}j where 
t h e  s u p r e m u m  i s  t a k e n  o v e r  a l l  f i n i t e  s u b s e t s  J  o f F .  
Every normed linear space X has a topology induced by its norm (referred to 
as the norm topology ). In particular, it is topologized by the metric topology, 
using the metric d(x,y) = \\x — y\\x- When speaking of topological ideas such 
as open and closed sets, closure, convergence, limit points, it is assumed unless 
otherwise stated that we are speaking of the norm topology. 
Two other topologies which are often of interest are the weak and weak star topolo­
gies. Given a normed linear space X, the basic open sets for the weak topology on 
X are the ones of the form: 
3 
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U ( x o , e , n )  =  { x  G X  : |/j(x — x0)| < e}, where e  >  0 ,  x 0  E  X ,  and /; G X *  for 
each 1 < i < n. 
The space X * ,  for a normed linear space X ,  consists of all the bounded linear 
functionals defined on X. Further details regarding this space (and the definition 
of its norm) can be found it Section 2.2 A basis for the weak star topology on X* 
is given by the sets of the form: 
V ( f 0 , e , n ) = {/ G X *  :  \ ( f  -  f o ) { x i ) \  <  e}, where e > 0, f 0  G X * ,  and x t  e  X  for 
each 1 < i < n. 
If a set is open in the weak topology, we often say it is weakly open, or uj-operi. 
If a set is open in the weak star topology, we say it is weak star open, or u>*-open. 
This convention applies similarly to other topological ideas. 
If A is a subset of a normed linear space X, then we use A to represent the 
norm closure of A in X. We use the notation X" to represent the weak closure of 
yj * 
A  in X .  If A  is a subset of X * ,  then we use A  to represent the weak-star closure 
in X*. It turns out that every weakly open set is open (in the norm topology). 
As a consequence, every compact set is also weakly compact. 
Given a normed linear space X, we say that a sequence {x,}^i1 in X is surn-
mable if £™=1£i —> x for some x G X. It is absolutely summable if {£™=1||xi||} 
is convergent in R. 
4 
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2.1. Spaces 
We list below a collection of normed linear spaces and their definitions. All of 
the spaces listed below are Banach spaces, with the exception of c00. 
1) By 1" we denote the set of all n-tuples of real numbers, endowed with the 
norm ||x|| = -\/S"=1(xi)2, where x = (xx,...,xn). 
2) lp is the space obtained by taking the set Kn normed by | |x|\p = (£™=1|.Xj|p)p. 
lp is the space of all sequences x = (xn) over K such that Eg1|x,|p < oo, normed 
BY INI?  =  
3) For an arbitrary set F, we define /P(F), for p G [l,oo), to be the space con­
sisting of all functions defined on T such that £76r/(j)p < oo , normed by | j/| |p = 
(S7gr|/(7)|P)F- We set lp = lp(N) and, as noted above, lp = ZP({1,2, ...,n}). 
4) We define /^(T) to be the set of all bounded, scalar-valued functions defined on 
T, normed by ||/|| = sup7er{|/(7)|}. By we mean ^(N). 
5) c0(r) is the space of all / in /oo(r) such that {7 G T : |/(7)| > e} is a fi­
nite set for every choice of e > 0. We define Co = co(N). 
5 
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6) Coo(r) is the set of all / G /oo(r) such that {7 G T : 7^ 0} is a finite 
set. Then we define c00 = CQO(N). Note that unlike the other spaces included in 
our study, c0o(r) need not be a Banach Space. 
7) The space c is the space of all elements of /oo that are convergent sequences. 
8) Let be a measure space. We define the essential supremum of /, 
denoted ess sup(/), by inf{a : fi{t G > a} = 0}. We define the 
space Loc(fi) to be the set of all functionals / defined almost everywhere on Q, 
such that ess sup(/) exists and is finite, normed by ||/||oo = ess sup(/). In or­
der for || • Hoc to satisfy the requirements of a norm, the elements of L00(Q) are 
actually equivalence classes. The equivalence relation used is defined by / = g if 
G : f ( x ) ^ g(a?)}) = 0. We take to be the space Loo([0,1]). 
9) L P ( Q ) ,  for p  G [l,oo), is the set of all //-measureable functionals defined al­
most everywhere on Q such that fn \f\p is finite. Lp(Q) is a Banach space when 
equipped with the norm ||/||p = (JQ \f\p)?- We treat f,g G Lp(£l) as the same 
function if / = g almost everywhere on Q. We take Lp to be the space Lp([0,1]), 
where the default measure on [0,1] is the Lebesgue measure. 
10) If S  is any compact space, then the space C ( S )  is defined as the set of all contin­
uous scalar valued functions / defined on S, normed by ||/|| = max{|/(A;)| : k G 5*}. 
6 
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If we use the notation L^, or Lp, without specifying a measure space, it is as­
sumed that our measure space is ([0,1], //.), where ji is the Lebesgue measure on 
[0,1]. We also define, for subsets E of a measure space f2, the variation of [i 
on E as sup{E"=1|/^(_E.i)|} where the supremum is taken over all pair-wise disjoint 
collections such that E = Ur-=1El. We denote the variation of fi on E as 
v ( n , E ) .  
2.2. Properties 
Each of the spaces we shall study, have zero or more of the following properties 
which we now list as definitions. 
As a consequence of the Axiom Of Choice, every vector space has a Hamel ba­
sis. That is, for each vector space X, there exists a subset B of X such that each 
x E X has a unique representation as a (finite) linear combination of elements of 
B. For finite dimensional Banach spaces, we shall supply their standard one. For 
infinite dimensional spaces, it is more convenient to consider Schauder bases when 
possible, which are defined later. 
Definition 4. We say that a normed linear space X is separable if there is a 
countable subset C of X such that C = X. 
7 
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We will not only answer the question of whether each space is separable, but in 
the case of a positive result, we shall also supply an appropriate countable dense 
subset. 
Definition 5. The dual of a normed linear space X is the set X* of all 
continuous linear functionals f defined on X, normed by ||/|| = 
We define duals of duals inductively, by X** = (X*)*, and X*** = (X**)* etc. 
As a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem, every normed linear space has 
a non-empty dual. In many cases this dual has a convenient representation. In 
particular, we look for a familiar Banach space which is isomorphically isometric 
to X* (there is a bijective linear isometry between them) and then we identify such 
a space with X*. In the case where one can be found, we will supply the space, as 
w e l l  a s  t h e  a b o v e  m e n t i o n e d  m a p p i n g  b e t w e e n  i t  a n d  X * .  
For any normed linear space X, we define the canonical embedding of X into 
X**, 7r : X —> X** as follows: for each x <G X, TT(X) is the function that maps 
f  E  X *  t o  f ( x ) .  T h a t  i s ,  [ v r ( x ) ] ( f )  =  f ( x ) .  
Definition 6. A normed linear space X is said to be reflexive ifir: X ^  X * *  
is surjective. 
Definition 7. If a normed linear space X is infinite-dimensional, a Schauder 
basis of X is a sequence in X such that for every x € X, there is a unique 
8 
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sequence of scalars such that /imn_>00||E"=1ajej — x|| = 0. In this case, we 
usually write x = E~1aiei. If {e^}?^ C X is a Schauder basis for a normed linear 
space X, then the canonical projections Pn : X —> X are defined for n > 1 by 
Pn(E~1ajej) = E"=1a;ej. If X is finite dimensional, we identify a Schauder basis 
with a Hamel basis. 
Definition 8. A normed linear space X is said to be weakly compactly 
generated fWCGJ if there exists a weakly compact subset K of X such that 
span(K) = X. In this case we say that K generates X. 
For those of our included spaces which are weakly compactly generated, we 
will include the generating subset as well whenever practical. Otherwise we will 
at least supply a construction. 
By an operator on a set X, we mean a mapping from X to X. If X is a linear 
space, then an operator T on X is understood to be linear, and is a finite-rank 
operator if dim(T(X)) is finite. 
Definition 9. A Banach Space X is said to have the approximation prop­
erty if for every compact subset K of X, and every e > 0, there is a finite-rank 
T G B{X) such that \ \x — T(x)|| < e for every x G K. 
9 
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Definition 10. L e t  ( X ,  | |  •  | | )  b e  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e .  T h e  modulus of convexity 
of || • || is the map 5X '• (0,2] —»• [0,1], defined by 
S x ( e )  =  i n f {  1 - ||^|| : x,y G B x ,  \ \ x  -  y \ \  >  e}. 
Note that when calculating the infimum in the preceding definition, it is suffi­
cient to consider x, y G Sx• [FHHMPZ, page 285]. 
Definition 11. We say that a norm || • || is uniformly convex if 5x(e) > 0 
whenever 0 < e < 2. 
Definition 12. The density character of a normed linear space X, denoted 
dens(X), is defined to be the cardinality of the smallest dense subset of X. 
It turns out that d e n s ( X )  = whenever X  is separable and non-trivial, and 
takes us outside the intended area of research whenever X is not separable. So while 
originally one of the properties to be considered, density character was removed. 
It was also intended to initially supply the dimension of each space. However 
it became clear after further study that whenever the investigation was practical, 
it was superficial and un-interesting. Instead, dimension is implicitly supplied 
whenever a finite Hamel basis is exhibited for a space. Spaces without a finite 
Hamel basis have uncountable dimension (see Chapter 18). 
2.3. Literature 
In Section 2.4, we state many facts that apply to Banach spaces. However, this 
list is far from exhaustive of all material used in our study of the list of spaces. 
10 
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For a more detailed information regarding our topic of study, and of many closely 
related ideas in Functional Analysis, the reader is encouraged to enjoy a look at 
[Litl], [Lit2], [MDay], [Morr], [Sinl], [Sin2], and [Sin3]. For detailed and accessible 
discussion of Lebesgue Measure Theory, [Royden] is the popular source. 
2.4. Facts About Banach Spaces 
In some situations, the answers to our questions will be automatic. The fol­
lowing facts are true for any Banach Spaces X and Y. 
Fact 13. ([FHHMPZ, page 75]) A Banach space X is reflexive if and only if 
Bx is weakly compact. 
Fact 14. If X is reflexive, then X is weakly compactly generated by Bx-
Proof. Since X is reflexive, Bx is weakly compact by Fact 13. Since span(Bx) = 
X, we are done. • 
Fact 15. All closed subspaces of Banach spaces are themselves Banach spaces. 
Fact 16. If Y is a subspace of X, then any Schauder basis for X which is 
contained completely in Y is also a Schauder basis for Y. 
Fact 17. ([FHHMPZ, page 75]) A space is reflexive if and only if its dual is 
reflexive. 
Fact 18. ([FHHMPZ, page 4%]) X* is separable only if X is separable. 
11 
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Fact 19. ([FHHMPZ, page 75]) Closed subspaees of reflexive spaces are reflex­
ive. 
Fact 20. If X has a Schauder basis, then X has the approximation property. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of X, and let e > 0 be given. Let {Pn}^=1 
be the canonical projections associated with a Schauder basis for X. We claim 
that there exists an N > 1 so that \\Pn(x) — x\\ < e. Suppose for a contradiction 
that the claim is false. Then we may choose a subsequence {Pnk}T=i °f {-P«}^=i 
and a sequence {a^}^ in K so that \\Pnk(xk) - xk\\ > e for every k > 1. Since 
K is compact, we may assume without loss of generality (by replacing with a 
subsequence if necessary) that xk —>• x for some x G K. Let M = sup{||P„||} < oo. 
Let P denote the identity map on X. Therefore 
\ \ P n h { x k )  -  X k \ \  = \\(Pnk ~ P) ( x k ) \ \  
< \\{Pnk - P)(x)|| + \\(Pnk - P)(xk - a:) 11 
<  \ \ ( P n k - P ) ( x ) \ \  +  \ \ P n k - P \ \ - \ \ x k - x \ \  
< - (a:)|| + (M + l)||xfe - x|| 
as k  —> oo. This contradicts the fact that \ \ P n k ( x k )  —  x k \ \  > e for k  >  1. Therefore, 
for sufficiently large n, ||Pn(x) — x\\ < e for every x G K. Since each Pn is finite 
rank, X has the approximation property. • 
12 
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Fact 21. If X is finite dimensional, then X has the approximation property. 
Proof. The identity map from any linear space onto itself is finite rank. • 
Fact 22. If X and Y are linearly isometric, then so are X* and Y*. 
Proof. Let (f>1 : X —> Y be a linear isometry. Define <p2 '• X* > Y* in the following 
way. Let / G X*. Then define 4>2{f) = / ° ^  ^ is easily checked that <p2 is a 
linear isometry. • 
We state the next two inequalities in their general form. The popular sequential 
analogues can be recovered by taking the measure space (fi, //) to be the counting 
numbers equipped with the counting measure. 
Fact 23. ([Royden, page 121]) (Holder Inequality) If p,q > 1 such that ^ + 
i = 1, then for for all f E LP(Q), and all g E Lq(fl) we have fg E Li(Q) and 
fQ \fg\ < ll/llp ' ll^llgj where equality is obtained if and only if \f\p and \g\p are 
linearly dependent. 
Fact 24. ([Royden, page 120]) (Minkowski's Inequality) If 1 < p < oo, and if 
f,g E LP(Q.), then 
11/ + <?||P < ||/||p + HtflU 
where equality is obtained if and only if there are non-negative constants a,/3 
such that af = (3g almost everywhere. 
Fact 25. All normed linear spaces X that have Schauder bases are separable. 
13 
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Proof. If E is a Schauder basis for X, take the dense countable subset of X to be 
the set of all finite linear combinations of elements of E with rational coefficients. 
• 
Fact 26. If X and Y are linearly isometric, and X is separable, then so is Y. 
Proof. Let 4> '• X —> Y be a linear isometry from X to Y and let D be a countable 
dense subset of X. Then 4>{D) is a countable dense subset of Y. • 
Fact 27. ([FHHMPZ, page 73]) (Goldstine's Theorem) The w*-closure of TT(B X )  
in X** is Bx**-
Fact 28. ([FHHMPZ, page 162]) The canonical projections of a Schauder basis 
{ei}£i for a normed linear space X satisfy: 
i )  d i m ( P n ( X ) )  =  n  
H) Pn ° P-m — Pm ° Pn Pmin{m,n} 
iii) Pn{x) —> x in X for every x G X. 
Moreover, any sequence Pn of functions from X to X which satisfy the three con­
ditions listed above are the canonical projections of some Schauder basis for X. 
Fact 29. Every compact metric space is separable. 
Proof. Let X be a metric space. For each n > 1, consider the open cover of X 
consisting of the set of open balls of radius K This must have a finite subcover of 
14 
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open balls, with centers ar", . Then Un>iis countable, and is dense 
in X. • 
Fact 30. ([FHHMPZ, 14]) A normed linear space is finite dimensional if and 
only if its unit ball is compact. 
Fact 31. If X is separable, then X is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. We will construct a weakly-compact subset K  of X  such that s p a n ( K )  
is dense in X. Since X is separable, take Q to be a countable dense subset. 
Define Q' to be the set {pjj : x G Q}. Then Q' is dense in Sx- Also, Q' is 
countable since Q is. Order the elements Q' as a sequence {x„}^=1. Then define 
K = {jLxn : n > 1}U{0}. Since every sequence in K converges to 0 in the weak 
topology of X, K is weakly compact. Since span(K) = span(Q')J which is dense 
in X, K is the desired generating set. • 
Fact 32. ([FHHMPZ, page 162]) Let be a Schauder basis for a normed 
linear space X with associated canonical projections {Pn}^. If the Pn's form a 
uniformly bounded set, then is also a Schauder basis for the completion of 
X. 
Fact 33. ([FHHMPZ, page 74]) Let C be a weakly compact subset of X. If X* 
is w* -separable, then the weak topology of C (inherited from X) is metrizable. 
15 
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CHAPTER 3 
Verification of Completeness 
All of the spaces defined in Section 2.1 are Banach spaces except Coo which fails 
to be complete. These statements will now be verified. 
Proposition 34. l p ( r) is a Banach space, for 1 < p < oo and any index set 
r. 
Proof. Let i be a Cauchy sequence in l p ( T ) .  Then {f n }  is bounded. Choose 
C > 0 so that ||/n|| < C for every n > 1. 
Fix 7 6 T. Since |/m(7) - f n ( 7)1 < (SjGr|fm( j )  ~  f n ( j ) \ P ) >  =  IIf m  ~  /nil, we 
know that {fn{l)}^=i is Cauchy in K and thus /„(7) —> /7 for some /7 G K. 
Define / : T —> K by /(7) = /7. We will show that f G lp(T). By the way C was 
chosen, (E7Gr|/„(7)|p)p < C for all n. 
Thus (E7€F* |/„(7)|p)p < C for all finite subsets T* of T and all n. Letting 
n —• 00, we get (T,y(z_r*\f(j)\p)p < C for every finite subset T* of F. Therefore, 
(S7er|/(7)|p)p < C. So / G lp{F). It remains to verify that /„ —> /. Let e > 0 
be given. Choose iV > 1 so that ||/m — /n|| < e whenever m,n > N. Then 
(S7£r|/m(7) — fn(l)\p)p < e- Consequently, for finite subsets T* of F, we have 
16 
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(£7Gr*|/m(7)-/n(7)lp)^) < e- Letting n —> oo, we get (S7er* |/m(7)-/(7)r)p) < e 
for all finite subsets F* of T. Then by definition, || fm — f\ \ < e. Thus fn —> /, and 
lp(r) is complete. • 
Proposition 35. Zoo(r) complete, for an arbitrary index set T. 
Proof. Let { f n } % L i  be a Cauchy sequence in /00(r). Since |/„(7) ~  f m ( l ) \  <  
I  \ f n ~ f m \ |  f o r  a n y  7  G  T ,  { / „ ( 7 ) } ^  i s  a  C a u c h y  s e q u e n c e  i n  K  a n d  t h u s  f J  j )  f 1  
for some /7 G K. First we show that / : T —»• K defined by /(7) = /7 is an element 
of u r). 
Since { f n } ^ L i  is Cauchy, it is bounded. So choose C  >  0 so that \ \ f n \ \  <  C  
for all n > 1. Thus \fn{l)\ < C for all n > 1, 7 G T. Letting n —> 00, we get 
|/(7)| < C for all 7 G T. Thus / G Zoo(r). 
We will now show that /„ —> /. Let e > 0 be given. Choose iV > 1 so 
that |/n(7) — fm{l)\ < e for every 7 G T, and for every n,m > N. For a fixed 
n > iV, and letting m —> 00, we get |./«(7) — /(7)| < e for every 7 G T. Thus 
11fn - /|| = sup7Gr{|/„(7) - /(7)I} < and fn~* f as required. • 
It follows from the previous two propositions that lp = lp(N) is a Banach space 
for 1 < p < 00. Similarly, /" = /P({1, 2, ...,n}) is a Banach space for 1 < p < 00. 
Further, since K" and C™ may be considered as /J, ^ follows that they are also 
Banach spaces. 
Proposition 36. c0(r) is a Banach space, for any index set T. 
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Proof. Since co(T) is a subspace of Zoo(r), we need only show that c0(r) is closed 
in ^(r). 
Let { fn )n=i  be a sequence in c0(r) which converges to some / G /OO(R)- Let 
e > 0 be given. We need to show that {7 G T : 1/(7)| > e} is a finite set. 
By the way / was chosen, f n { l )  —* /(7) for every 7 G T, since \ f n { l )  — /(7)| < 
IIfn ~ f II- We have for all n > 1, that the set {7 G T : |/N(7)| > §} is fi­
nite. Then choose N > 1 so that |/JV(7) — /(7)| < f f°r 7 G T. Then 
1/(7)1 < 1/(7) - /JV(7)I + I /AT (7) I < e for all but finitely many 7 G T. So / G c0(r) 
and therefore co(r) is closed in • 
Since Co = CO(R) if we take T = N, c0 is also a Banach space. 
Proposition 37. c is a Banach space. 
Proof. (Taken from [FHHMPZ, page 7]) Since c is a subspace of /oo, we need only 
show that c is closed in /<*, by Fact 15. Let {xn}'^L1 be a sequence in c that con­
verges to some element x = (CCI)^ G /oo- Since {xn}'^J=l converges in Z^, it must 
also be Cauchy in c. 
Define lk = limi_>00(x^). Since {lkis a sequence in K, we can show that 
it is convergent by showing it is Cauchy. Let e > 0 be given. Choose N > 1 so 
that |\xn — xm\| < e whenever m,n > N. It follows that for all i,m,n > 1, we have 
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|xn _ xm| < e Letting z —> oo, \ln - lm\ < e. Thus {lk}kL 1 is a Cauchy sequence 
in K and thus must converge to some / G K. 
Finally, we shall demonstrate that Xi —> /. Choose N\ > 1 so that for all i, 
| X i  —  x ' l |  <  |  w h e n e v e r  n  >  N i .  
Then choose N2 so that \ln — l\ < | whenever n > iV2. Define N = max{iVi, A^2}-
Choose I > 1 so that — Zjv| < f whenever i > I. 
Then we have |X i  —  I | < |X i  — x ^ \  +  \ x f  —  l N \  +  \ l N  —  l \  <  e  whenever i > I. 
Thus Xi —> I, and we have x G c. Therefore c is a closed subspace of /oo- • 
Proposition 38. C ( S )  i s  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e  w h e n e v e r  S  i s  a  c o m p a c t  t o p o l o g i c a l  
space. 
Proof. (Adapted from [FHHMPZ, page 2]) Let S be a compact topological space. 
Let {fn}™=i be a Cauchy sequence in C(S). Let e > 0 be given. Choose N > 1 
so that whenever m,n> N, we have ||/„ — fm\\ < e. But then |fn(t) — fm{t)\ < e 
for all t G S whenever m,n > N. Thus for each t G 5, {fn{t)}%Li is a Cauchy 
s e q u e n c e  i n  K .  T h u s  f n ( t )  — >  f t  f o r  s o m e  f t  G  K .  
Define / : 5 - K  by f ( t )  =  f t .  
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Let e > 0 be given. Choose N  >  1 so that whenever m , n  >  N ,  | /m(f) —  /«(i)| <  §  
for all t £ S. Letting m —> oo, we get |/(t) — /„(£)| < § for every t £ S, n > N. 
Choose any t0 £ S. By our previous statement, |/JV(£O) — /(*o)| < §• By the 
continuity of /jv, we may choose a neighborhood U of such that whenever t £ U, 
we have |/jv(i) — /w(^o)| < §• Thus for all t £ U, we have |/(£) — /(io)| < 
1/(0 - /iv(T)I + L/iv(I) - /jv(fo)| + |/JV(*O) -/(io)| < e. Therefore / is continuous at 
£0- As t0 was an arbitrary point of S, we have / G C(S). We have already shown 
along the way that ||/ — fn\\ —> 0. Thus C(K) is complete. • 
We now deal with the Lp spaces. The following fact is needed to show that Lp 
is a Banach space for 1 < p < oo. 
Lemma 39. A normed linear space X is a Banach space if and only if every 
absolutely summable sequence in X is summable in X. 
Proof. (=>) Suppose X is a Banach space. Let {.x„}^L1 be a sequence in X such 
that < oo. Then let e > 0 be given. Choose iV > 1 so that E~n||xj|| < e 
whenever n > N. Define Sn = £f= 1 xt. Then for all m > n > N, we have 
||Sm - •S'nll = \\T^=N+LXI\\ < < e. Therefore is a Cauchy se­
quence in X and must thus converge. 
(<=) Suppose every absolutely convergent series in X converges in X. Then let 
{xn}^Li be a Cauchy sequence in X. For each k > 1, choose ri,k > 1 so that 
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\\xn — xm\\ < 2 k whenever m,n> rik. Define g\ = xni and then = xnk — xrik_1 
for k > 1. Then xnk is the fcth partial sum of and we may compute 11 11 = 
\\gi\\ + ^tL 2 \ \ x n k  - Snfc.ilI < INI + S^2(2-(fe"1)) = ll^ill + 1, hence {gn }n=1 i s  
absolutely summable, and by hypothesis it is also summable. Since is 
the sequence of partial sums of and {}fcL 1 is summable, xr,k —> x for 
some x £ X. Then since is a Cauchy sequence and has a convergent 
subsequence, xn —> x in X. Thus X is a Banach space. • 
Proposition 40. Lp is a Banach space for 1 < p < 00. 
Proof. (Adapted from [Royden, page 124] and [FHHMPZ, page 8]) By the Lemma 
39, we need only show that every absolutely summable sequence in Lp is summa­
b l e .  L e t  b e  a n  a b s o l u t e l y  s u m m a b l e  s e q u e n c e  i n  L p .  L e t  M  =  \ \ f n \ \ ,  
where we must have M < 00. Define the sequence {gnj^Li by gn{x) = E£=1|/fc(x)|. 
Then ||pn|| < ££=1||/fc|| < M. Therefore, fQgp < Mp. For each {gn{x))n=\ 
is a monotonically increasing sequence in the extended reals. Therefore gn (x) —> gx 
for some extended real number gx. Define g on Q by g(x) = gx. Then gn converges 
to g pointwise. So then g? converges to gp pointwise and thus gp is measurable. 
By Fatou's Lemma [Royden, page 86], fngp < lim inf{ /ngp} < Mp. So gp is 
integrable. Therefore g assumes finite values almost everywhere on f2. Now we 
define the function s on O as follows. Let S be the collection of values x £ Q such 
that g(x) < 00. Then by the observation, //(il — S) = 0. 
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For each x  G S ,  define s ( x )  = S^1/„(x). For values x  ^  S ,  set s ( x )  =  oo. 
Define sn = E"=1/fc- Then .sn(.x) —>• .s(.x) for all x G S, and thus sn converges to s 
a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e  o n  f i .  S i n c e  e a c h  s n  i s  m e a s u r a b l e ,  s o  i s  s .  S i n c e  | s n ( x - ) |  <  g { x )  
for each n > 1, then |s(x)| < g(x). So |s„(x) — s(x)|p < \2g(x)\p = 2p\g(x)\p. Since 
FNGP < oo, JN 2PGP < oo. Therefore {|sn — •s|p}^l1 is a sequence of measurable 
functions bounded above by the integrable function 2pgp. Since |.sn — s|p —> 0 al­
most everywhere, then by the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem [Royden, page 91], 
fn |s„ — s\p —> Jn 0 = 0 as n —> oo. But then ||s„ — s||p —> 0, thus ||sn — s|| —> 0. 
Since s G Lp, by the way s„ was chosen, {fn}^Li is a summable sequence. Therefore 
every absolutely summable sequence in Lp is summable. Thus Lp is complete. • 
Proposition 41. Loc(f2) is a Banach space. 
Proof. Let (fi, f i )  be a measure space. Let { f n } n li be a Cauchy sequence in 
Let e > 0 be given. Define Km,n{e) = {x G : \fm{x) - fn{x)\ > e}. 
Then there exists an N > 1 such that ii{Krn.n(e)) — 0 whenever rn, n > N. 
Define K = Umj„>ArKmjn(e). Then n(K) = 0. Define D = ft — K. So the 
sequence {fn\n}^Li converges uniformly on D. Since {/„ |d}£Li e loo(D), by the 
completeness of loo(D) there is a function f* G loo{D) such that fn\o —> f* in 
/00(D). Extend the function f* in any way to a function / defined on fi. Then 
clearly / G L^Q.) since f* is bounded on D, and — D) = i-i(K) = 0. Since 
fn converges to / uniformly on D, it is immediate that /„ —> f in L^il). Thus 
L00(fi) is complete. • 
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Proposition 42. Coo is not complete. 
Proof. Consider the element x G CQ defined by xt = Then define the sequence 
by x" = j if 1 < i < n, and x™ = 0 otherwise. Then ||x — xn\\ = —> 0 
as n —> oo. So xn —> x with x (fi c00. Therefore cQo is not closed as a subspace of 
Co and therefore must not be complete. • 
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CHAPTER 4 
Properties Of Mn 
Note that we only consider M" as a real space, since it fails to be a complex 
linear space. Also, Rn may be considered as over the reals. It is for this reason 
that some proofs of the following result are deferred to their more general versions 
in the Z™ section. 
Proposition 43. The standard Ham,el basis for Rn is where er G R™ 
is defined by (et)j = StJ. 
Proof. For each i 6 1", we can write x  =  ( x i , . . . , x n )  for appropriately chosen 
Xi s in R. Then x = (xi,x2, ...,xn) = S"=1Xjej G •spon({ei}"=1). It is obvious that 
the ej's are linearly independent. • 
Proposition 44. R™ is separable, with the set Q" being countable and dense 
i n  M ™ .  
Proof. Let x G M". Let e > 0 be given. Write x = (x\, ...,xn) for some s in R. 
Choose !/, G Q such that |Xi — yi\ < Define y = (yi, ...,yn). Then y G Qn and 
• 
Proposition 45. The dual of Rn is R". 
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Proof. The dual of R™ is precisely the set D of all functions / : Mn —> R which 
can be written in the form /((xj)™=1) = E™=1aiXj. Indeed, let g be a continuous 
linear functional defined on R™. Choose at = g(ei). Then for any x E Rn, since 
g is linear, g(x) = <7(E™=1Xie;) = E™=1Xig(e;) = E™=1a;Xj. So (Rn)* C D. Since 
every / E D is continuous and linear, the other inclusion follows. Now define the 
mapping I : (R™)* —> Rn by /(/) = (/(e;))™=1. We will now show that I is a 
bijection. Let /(/i) = I{f2)- Then f\ (e,) = /2(ej) for each ?'. Then /1 = f2- So I is 
injective. Let 5 € R™. Then define / E (R™)* by /(x) = E"=1<7;Xj. Then /(e^) = 
so /(/) = 5. So I is surjective. If fu f2 E Rn, then /(/1 + /2) = ([/1 + /2](ej))"=1 = 
(/i(ei))"=i + (/2(ei))r=i = Z(/i) + J(/2)- So I is linear. Finally, we show that / is 
norm-preserving. Let / E R™. Then 
ll/ll = sup{|/(x)| : llxll < 1} 
= sup{|E"=1/(ei)xl| : ||x|| < 1} 
< sup{| < 1 ( f ) ,  x  > | : ||x|| < 1} 
= sup{||/(/)|| • ||x|| : ||x|| < 1} 
< mm 
where we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on the Euclidean inner product 
of/(/)andx. So ||/|| < ||/(/)||. On the other hand, defining x 6 1" by Xj = /(e;) 
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and using \ f ( x ) \  < ||/|| • ||x||, we have 
\ f ( x ) \  
> | |x| | 
s"=i n*)2 
= 
=  l | /(/)ll  
Thus ||/(/)|| = Il /H, / is a linear isometry, and (W1)* is linearly isometric to 
Rn. • 
Proposition 46. Rn is reflexive. 
Proof. Let {ej}"=1 be defined as in Proposition 1. Then for each i, define e* in a 
linear way on Rn by letting e*(e;) = StJ. Then define e** in a linear way on (R™)*, 
for each i, so that e**(e*) = Sij. Then {e*}™=1 and {e**}"=1 are bases for (Rn)* and 
( R n ) * *  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  L e t  ( f i  E  ( R n ) * * .  W e  s h a l l  c o n s t r u c t  a n  x  G  R r a  s o  t h a t  n ( x )  =  ( f i .  
Write (fi — £"=10?:e**. Then choose x G R" by xt = 0,;. Then for any / G (R™)*, we 
h a v e  t r ( x ) [ f )  =  f ( x )  =  S ? = 1 / , e * ( x )  =  S F = i / ^  =  =  H f ) -
Thus 7R ( x )  =  f ,  and I T  is a surjective map. • 
Proposition 47. R" is weakly compactly generated by B^n. 
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Proof. By Proposition 46, R™ is reflexive. So by Fact 14, R™ is weakly compactly 
generated by R™. • 
Proposition 48. R™ has the approximation property. 
Proof. Rra is finite dimensional. By Fact 21, R™ has the approximation property. 
• 
Proposition 49. The norm for R" is uniformly convex. 
Proof. See Proposition 63 which says that I™ is uniformly convex. Note that we 
may consider R™ as 1%. • 
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CHAPTER 5 
Properties of Z™ 
We begin by supplying a standard hamel basis for Z™. 
Proposition 50. The standard basis for Z™ is {e;}™=1. 
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 43. • 
Proposition 51. Z™ is separable. The countable dense subset is that of all 
n — tuples with rational co-ordinates. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 44. • 
Proposition 52. The dual of I™ is Z^. 
Proof. Define 0 : (l™)* —> Z^ as follows. Let / G (Z™)*. Define <f>(f) = (/(e;))™=1. 
Then clearly </>(/) G Z£, and (fi is a linear bijection. 
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To see that 0 is an isometry, observe that 
= sup||xN<1{|/(a:)|} 
= sup|W|<1{|E?=1/(ei)a:i|} 
< supi^i^Jsup^ i < n  
= SUP| | x ||<l( l l 0 ( / ) l l  •  I N I )  
< IW/) | |  
On the other hand, 
I I 0 ( / ) I I  = SUPl<i<n( l/(ei) l }  
< sup1<i<n{||/||} 
Therefore 0 is a linear isometry. • 
Proposition 53. Z™ is reflexive. 
Proof. Let F E (Z?)**. 
Construct the basis {e**}™=] for (l[L)** as in Proposition 46. 
Write F = S"=1F,e**. Then define x = (.Fi)™=1 G Z". Then we claim that T T ( X ) = F. 
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Indeed for any / G we have [vr(x)](/) = f ( x )  =  /(£^=1F;e;) =  S™=1F/(e;) = 
F i e r ( f )  =  F ( f ) .  •  
Proposition 54. Z™ weakly compactly generated by Bq. 
Proof. Z" is reflexive by Proposition 53. Therefore by Fact 14, Z™ is weakly com­
pactly generated. • 
Proposition 55. Z" has the approximation property. 
Proof. Z" is finite dimensional by Proposition 50. Therefore by Fact 21, Z™ has the 
approximation property. • 
Proposition 56. The norm for Z" is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Take xx = e1, and x2 = e2. Then <fy>(l) = inf\\x\\,\\y\\<^ ~ IIH^II : 
\\x-y\\ > 1} < 1 - 11^4^11 = 0. • 
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CHAPTER 6 
Properties of Z™ 
It is useful to remember that Z™ is a generalization of the space Rn. It is for these 
reason that many of the proofs in this chapter are similar to their counterparts 
applied to M". We insist for the duration of this chapter that 1 < p < oo. 
Proposition 57. The standard basis for Z™ is {e?;}™=1. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 43. • 
Proposition 58. I™ is separable. The countable dense subset is that of all 
n — tuples with rational co-ordinates. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 44. • 
Proposition 59. The dual of 1™ is Z™, where q = (Adapted from the proof 
involving lp in [FHHMPZ, page 44]) 
Proof. Define </> : (Z™)* —> Z™ as follows. For / £ ( l p ) * ,  define ( p ( f )  =  g  £ Z™, by 
gi = f(ei). First we will verify that 0 is a bijection. If 0(/i) = <p(f2), then /i and 
fi agree on each basis element of Z™ and therefore f\ = f2- So <p is injective. If 
g £ Z™, then define / £ (Z^)* by first defining f(et) = g,t for 1 < i < n. Then extend 
/ linearly on Z™. Then <p(f) = g, and therefore <p is surjective. Next suppose that 
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f i j f s  £ Z* and a  € K .  Then ( f > ( a f i  +  f 2 ) i  —  (a/i + f 2 ) ( e i )  — a f i { e i )  +  f 2 { ^ i )  —  
a(f>{fi)i + Thus (fiioiifx + f2) = + <f>{f2). So <j> is linear. 
Next we verify that 0 is an isometry. 
Let / G (Zp)*, and choose xn = (|oi|9_1s^n(aj))™=1, where a, = /(e^). Then 
£?=1kl9 = f(xn) 
<  I I / I I * I N I P 
=  l l / l l ( S £ = i ( K I ' - 1 ) 1 ' ) '  
=  H/ lKE^Kn?  
This establishes that £™=1|aj|9 < ||/||(S"=1|ai|9)?, where we have used the fact that 
(q — 1 )p = q. Dividing both sides by (S"=1|ai|9)p, we get (S"=1|oi|9)9 < ||/||, or 
e q u i v a l e n t s  \ \ ( f > { f ) \ \  <  | | / | | .  
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On the other hand, 
11/11 = sup{|/(x)| : ||x|| < 1} 
= sup{|E"=1/(ei)a:i| : ||x|| < 1} 
< sup{E™=1|/(ej)| • \xi\ : ||x|| < 1} 
< sup{(E"=1|/(ei)|g)9 • (E"=1|a;j|p)p}, by the Holder Inequality 
= sup{||0(/)|| • ||x|| : ||x|| < 1} = ||<K/)||. 
Thus (fi is an isometry. • 
Proposition 60. I™ is reflexive. 
Note that the following proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 46. 
Proof. Let / G ( l p ) * * -  Then let {e*}"=1 be the standard Hamel basis of (/")*• 
That is, if {ej}™=1 is the standard Hamel basis of Z™, e*(ej) — Then choose 
x £ by Xi = f(e*). Then for 1 < i < n, ir(x)(e*) = e*(x) = x^ = /(e*). Since 
ir{x) and / agree on each e*, so we must have n(x) = f. Thus TV is a surjective 
map and Z™ is reflexive. • 
Proposition 61. Z™ is weakly compactly generated by B^. 
Proof, lp is reflexive by Proposition 60. Therefore it is weakly compactly gener­
ated by Bin by Fact 14. • 
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Proposition 62. Z™ has the approximation property. 
Proof. Z™ is finite dimensional by Proposition 57. Therefore by Fact 21, Z™ has the 
approximation property. • 
Proposition 63. The norm for Z™ is uniformly convex. 
Proof. Let 1 < p < oo. Assume that the scalar field considered is M. For e > 0, 
<Me) = i n f { l  
=  i n f {  1  
>  i n f { 1  
= o, 
where we have used the Minkowski Inequality. The strictness comes from the fact 
that we need not consider any x and y that are linearly dependent. Indeed, if 
x = ay, when ||x|| = ||y|| = 1, then x = y or x = —y. We must then have 
x = —y, otherwise ||x — y|| = 0 < e for every e > 0. But if x = —y, then 
1 
- \\\x + y\\ = 1 > 0- D 
-  I l - y ^ l l :  x > y G  s % > W x - y \ \  >  
- ^ (£?=1\xi + yi\p)v x,y £ Si«,\\x - y\\ >€} 
-  | [ ( s r = 1 | ^ | p ) -  +  ( S ? = 1 | y i \ p ) > ]  : x , y e S l » , \ \ x - y \ \ >  e }  
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CHAPTER 7 
Properties of 
Because of the finite dimension of we shall see that it has the attractive 
property of reflexivity, and a very simple representation for its dual. Surprisingly, 
however, these qualities are not inherited by its infinite dimensional analogue, l^,. 
Proposition 64. The standard basis for is {e^}f=1. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 43. • 
Proposition 65. I^ is separable. The dense countable subset is given by Q". 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given, and x  El 7 ^.  Then choose E Q so that \ x i  — q i \  < e. 
Then q E Qn and | |:r — q\| < e, as required. • 
Proposition 66. The dual of is I™. 
Proof. Define the map 4> : (/£,)* —> Z" as follows. 
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Let / G (O*- Then define < f r ( f )  = (/(e;))™=1. It is immediate that 0 is a lin­
ear bijection. To see the <p is an isometry, 
ll/ll = sup|W|<1{|/(a:)|} 
= sup|W|<1{|E7=1/(ei)a;i|} 
<  sup | | x | | < i { sup i< j< n ( | )  •  S ? = 1 | / ( e i ) | }  
=  s u p i ^ i i ^ d l x l l  •  | | 0 ( / ) | | }  =  \ \ ( f > { f ) \ \ -
On the other hand, let y  =  ( s i g n ( f ( e i ) ) )™ = 1 .  Then ||y|| G B i ^ and 
mm = vLiifwi 
=  f ( y )  
= l/(y)l 
< supieB, {|/(a;)|} 
• 
Proposition 67. I^ is reflexive. 
Proof. Construct the basis {e**}"=1 for (/")** as in the proof that R™ is reflexive. 
L e t  F  G  T h e n  w r i t e  F  =  E ™ = 1 F j e * * .  D e f i n e  x  =  ( - F i ) " = 1 .  T h e n  i r ( x )  =  F .  
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Indeed for any / G (/£,)*, we have [tt(x)](/) = f ( x )  =  /(E^i^e;) = £™=1Fi/(ei) = 
E™=1F,e**(/) = F(/), as required. • 
Proposition 68. l1^ is weakly compactly generated by Bi^. 
Proof. I^ is reflexive by Proposition 67. Therefore is weakly compactly gen­
erated by Fact 14. • 
Proposition 69. l1^ has the approximation property. 
Proof, l^ is finite dimensional by Proposition 64. Therefore by Fact 21, l7^ is 
weakly compactly generated. • 
Proposition 70. The norm for Iis not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Take x x  = (1,1,0,0,..., 0) and x 2  = (0,1,1,0,0,..., 0). Then ||xi — x2|| > 1, 
but 5Zn (1) < 1- ||2i±Ha|| =0. • 
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CHAPTER 8 
Properties of l\ 
We begin by supplying a Schauder basis for the infinite dimensional Banach 
space l\. 
Proposition 71. The subset {e;}^ of ly defined by (e^j = <5^ forms a 
S c h a u d e r  b a s i s  f o r  l ± .  
Proof. Let x G l\. Then define xn = £™=1.X?;R;. Let e > 0 be given. Then 
choose N > 1 so that S^jV+1|xi| < e. This can be done since x G h. Then 
||x — xn\\ = ||Sg7V+1Xjej|| = < e- To see that this representation is 
unique, assume that then Eg^o.., — bl)el = 0, and therefore 
||S^1(ai — 6j)et||i = 0. This only happens when a.L — bt = 0 for each i > 1. 
Therefore a; = bi, and uniqueness is achieved. • 
Proposition 72. li is separable. The countable dense subset is given by the 
set 
Q = {(xi)g1 G l2 '• Xi = 0 for all but finitely many values of i and x, G Q for 
a l l  i ) .  
Proof. See the proof for l p ,  1 < p  <  00. • 
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Proposition 73. ([FHHMPZ, page 44])The dual of l\ is l^. 
Note that the following proof only considers the case where l\ is a real space. 
Proof. We define the map <f> : (/J* —> Z^ as follows. Let / G l{, then define 
4>{f) = {f(ei))ZI- Since \f(ei)\ < ||/|| * ||ej|| = ||/||, {f{et))°ll G Zoo-
First we show that 0 is a bijection. If /i = /2, then ( p ( f i ) t  =  . f i ( f ' i )  =  /2(e?;) =  
0(/2)i for i > 1. So 4>(fi) = (fiifz) and thus 0 is injective. Next, let a = (a^G Zoo-
Then define / on x = (Xi)°^ G h by f(x) = E^a^. Since for each x G Zi, we have 
| / (z ) |  =  \T,° l ia iXi \  <  Egja i l - lx i l  <  £~i | | (a i )~i l |oo-W = | | (a i )~i | |oo- l l (^X=i l | i -
This shows that / G l{. Also, (f>(f)i = /(e^) = aj, and thus </>(/) = (ai)^1; so 4> is 
surjective. 
Next suppose that f i , f 2  G l {  and a  G K .  Then for i  >  1, ( f > ( a f i  +  f 2 ) i  =  (a/i +  
/2)(ei) = a/1(ei) + /2(ei) = a</>(/i)i + 0(/2)i- Thus +/2) = Qt^(/i)i + 
So (f> is linear. 
Next we will show that (f) is norm preserving. 
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Il/ll = suP|W|eBli{|/(x)|} 
= sup||I||eBli{|i:^1/(ei)xi|} 
< sup||I||eB|l{S^1|/(ei)a:i|} 
=  supn . i i ^ jES i l / ^ l -k i l }  
< supH.H^lEf^lK/leOX^IUI^I} 
= BupH^ I I K/ l e ^ X ^ I U  •  \ \ x \ \ }  =  ||(/(e, ) ) ~ i l | o o  =  I W / ) | | a c  
On the other hand, for n > 1, define xn G /] by x"' =sign(/(e;)) if i < n, and 0 
otherwise. 
Then for each n > 1, we have xn G Bix and 
Il/ll  = sup^{|/0)|} > |/(xn) |  = |S?=1/(ei) • s i g n ( f ( e i ) ) \  =  £^1/(^)1. 
Letting n -> oo, we get ||/|| > S |^1|/(ei)[ = | | < ^ ( / ) | | o o -
Thus (f> is an isometry. • 
Proposition 74. l\ is not reflexive. 
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Proof, li is separable by Proposition 72. If l\ was reflexive, then by Fact 18 l\* 
would be separable since l\ is. Then = l{* would be separable. But then again 
by Fact 18 I^ would be separable, which is a contradiction. (It will be shown 
below that Iis not separable.) • 
Proposition 75. l\ is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. 11 is separable by Proposition 72. So by Fact 31, l\ is weakly compactly 
generated. • 
Proposition 76. li has the approximation property. 
Proof, li has a Schauder basis by Proposition 71. Therefore by Fact 20, l\ has 
the approximation property. • 
Proposition 77. The norm for I] is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Observe that 5^(1) = 0. Indeed take xi = (1,0,0,0,...) and 
X2 = (0,1,0,0,0,...). Then |11 = ||x2|| = 1, and 1 — H*1^21| = 0, and 
Iki - x2\\ = 2 > 1. Then 8h(l) = inf{ 1 - H^H : x,y € Bx, ||x - y\\ > 1} < 
l-||-i±a||=0. • 
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CHAPTER 9 
Propert ies of lp ,  for 1 < p < oo 
We insist, as with Z™, that 1 < p  <  oo  for the duration of this chapter. 
Proposition 78. The subset of lp defined by (e;)j = Sij forms a 
Schauder basis for lp. 
Proof. Let x  E l p .  Then define x n  = T l r - = 1 x l e l .  Let e > 0 be given. Then 
choose N > 1 so that (i:giV+1|xj|p)p < e. This can be done since x E lp. Then 
|\x - xn\\ = \\L°lN+lXiei\\ = < e. To see that this representation 
is unique, assume that then E^1(ai — bt)et = 0, and therefore 
||Eg1(oj — bi)ei\\p = 0. This only happens when — bi = 0 for each i > 1. 
Therefore = bi, and uniqueness is achieved. • 
Proposition 79. ([FHHMPZ, page 14]) lP is separable. The countable dense 
subset is given by 
Q =  £ l 2 :  Xi  = 0 for all but finitely many values of i and x{ £ Q for 
all i}. 
Proof. Let x  E l p ,  and e > 0 be given. We will find ay E Q  such that ||x — y \ \  <  e .  
1 p Choose N > 1 so that (E~7V+1|xi|p)p < y. This can be done since x E l p .  Now 
choose, for 1 < i < N, a y; G Q such that \xi - yi\p < Set yi = 0 for all 
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i > N. Then clearly y G Q, and 
y o o  |  „  
^ i = N + l \ - L  i f ) '  < (E£ l& +  ? ) '=* •  
^ — 2/11 = (£~il®i - V i \ p ) p  = - y i \ p  + 
• 
Proposition 80. ([FHHMPZ, page 44]) The dual of lp is lq, where q = . 
Proof. We define the map ( f >  : I *  —> lq as follows. Let / G I * .  Then define ( j > ( f )  
by (0(/))i = /(cj). It will be shown below that 4>{f) is indeed an element of lq. 
If / = 9, then (</>(/)); = /(e*) = gfa) = (0(y));. So 0 is injective. Further, if 
y G lq, then define / G /* linearly by assigning /(ej) = y^. Then (/>(/) = y, so 0 is 
surjective. 
Next suppose that f i , f 2  G I *  and a G K .  Then for z > 1, < f ) ( c x f i  +  f 2 ) i  —  (a/i +  
/2)(ei) = a/i(ei) + /2(ei) = a0(/i)i + 0(/2)i. Thus </>(a;/i + /2) = a0(/i)i + 0(/2)i-
So (f) is linear. 
Now let / G I* and define x™ G lp by x™ = |/(e;)|9_1,sign(/(ej)) if i < n and 
0 otherwise. 
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Then for each n >  1 ,  
S"=i|/(ei)r = /(*») 
< l/(*n)l 
< Il / l l  - M l  
=  i i / iKs^d /^ r 1 ) ^ "  
=  n / i i ( s r= ik i 9 ) "  
Dividing both sides of the inequality by (£"=L|/(e()|9)p, we get 
(E? = 1 | / (e i ) | 9 )«  <  I l /H for  each  n >  1 .  
Letting n —> oo, we get ||0(/)|| < ||/||. This also justifies that </>(/) G lq 
e a c h  f  E l * .  
On the other hand, 
I l/ll  = sup{|/(x)|  : x G B i p }  
= sup{|E^1/(ei)xi| : x  E B i p }  
< sup{||0(/)|| • ||x||p : x  E B t p } ,  from the Holder Inequality 
=  I W / ) I I  
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Thus <j) is an isometry. • 
Proposition 81. lp is reflexive. 
Proof. Let Ip : lp —> I* be defined as the inverse of the canonical isometry from I* 
to lp which is defined in Proposition 80. If y = YI^xyrer G lq and y* G /*, we have 
y*(y) = • [I^iy*)]^ Let Iq : lq —> I* be defined similarly to Ip. Let x** G I**. 
Since x** o I q  is a continuous linear functional defined on l q ,  x * *  o  I q  G I * .  Since I p  
is a bijection, there exists an x G lp such that x** o Iq = Ip(x). Similarly, if x* G /*, 
there exists a j/G/, with Iq(y) = x* since Iq is a bijection. 
Then for each x *  E l * ,  we have 
x * * { x * )  =  x * * ( I q { y ) )  
=  [ i P ( x ) ] ( y )  
=  ' £ ° l 1 y , l ( I ^ 1  ( I p ( x ) ) ) t l  by definition of I p  and Proposition 80 
= V i X i  
= T,°l1xi(I~1 (Iq(y) ) ) i ,  by definition of Iq and Proposition 80 
=  [ I q { y ) }  ( z )  
=  x * ( x )  
= k(®)](^) 
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Since x** and T T ( X )  agree on every element of /*, they are equal. Thus 7r is surjective 
and lp is reflexive. • 
Proposition 82. L is weakly compactly generated by Bi . 
Proof. lp is reflexive by Proposition 81. Therefore by Fact 14, lp is weakly com­
pactly generated. • 
Proposition 83. lp has the approximation property. 
Proof. lp has a Schauder basis by Proposition 78. By Fact 20, lp has the approx­
imation property. • 
Lemma 84. Let 1 < p < oo, and let e > 0. Then there exists a 5(e) > 0 
such that whenever x, y G R satisfy \x — y\ > e • max{\x\,\y\}, then < 
( l _S ( £ ) ) ( t t JkP) .  
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x = 1, and y < 1 — e. 
Indeed one of x and y is bigger, say x, so we may divide or multiply the target 
inequality by \x\ as desired. Note that we have ^[(^)p] = > |^P 1 = 
Therefore the function / defined by f ( t )  = —  { ~ ^ ) p  is a decreasing 
function on the interval [0,1]. Therefore f(y) > f(l — e) > /(1) = 0. In particular, 
f(y) > 0, which is equivalent to — (-^p0P > 0 or xP+yP = i±^. > y = 
y. • 
Proposition 85. The norm for lp is uniformly convex. 
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Proof. To prove that lp has a uniformly convex norm, let e <G (0,2], and then 
choose 6 = 5(e4~p) from Lemma 84. 
Now suppose that x , y  £  B i p ,  and \ \ x  -  y \ \  >  e .  As before, we may assume 
that | | a;| |  =  1  and | |y | |  <  | |x | | .  Def ine  M = {i  € N :  e p ( \x i \ p  + \y i \ p )  < 4 | x {  — y i \ p } -
We may consider lp(M) as a subspace of lp. Let || • ||M denote its norm. 
We claim that max{||x||^-, ||y||^} > 
To see this, note that 
Z i < t M \ X i  -  V i \ p  <  ^ i $ M ( \ X i \ P  +  \ y i \ P )  
<  jS i > 1 ( | x i | "  +  |  y t \ p )  
ep 
< — 
- 2 
Since ||x — y\\ > e, we must have Y,ieM\xi — yi\p > y and thus \\x — y\\M > e2~p. 
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Therefore 
max{||a;||M,\ \ y \ \ M }  >  ~ { \ \ X \ \ M  +  W V W M )  
=  ^( l l x  — 0 | |m  +  | | 0  — 2 / | |M)  
>  2 \ \ x - y \ \ M  
> 
P+l  2 p 
From this our claim follows immediately. 
Then using the definition of M and 5 we can estimate, 
\ x i \ p  + \ y i \ p  , X i  +  y i  \ x i \ p  +  \ y i \ p  . X i  +  y t  
^»>H g '—2— i€M 2 —2— 
^  ^  r  ( \ X i \ P  + I^P\ 
=  ^  WM P  +  N P )  
=  ^ ( IMIk  +  IMIk)  
> ymax{\\x\\pM,\\y\\pM)} 
5 - e p  
- 2p+2 
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Rearranging this inequality formed from the first and last lines above, we get 
y |2»+2/i|p y. \ x j \ p + \ y i \ p  _  S e p  2 I — 2 2 P+2 
Hence 
1 ^ NP + l</i|P 5ep i 
- Ik + y||  < (Si>i  ^  2^2)»> 
ep I 
- ( 1 ~ 5 ^ ) p ^ s i n c e x ' V  e B b  
and finally 
5 i p ( e ) > l - ( l - 6 ^ > 0 .  •  
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CHAPTER 10 
Properties of 
Out of convenience, we deviate from the general flow by first seeking separa­
bility of loo instead of starting with a basis as usual. The reason for this is that 
the non-separability of l^ is used to show that l^ can have no Schauder basis. 
Proposition 86. l^ is not separable. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that 1&, were separable. Then choose D to be a 
dense countable subset of 1^. Let F = 2N. Then F is uncountable. For A G F, de­
fine XA be the characteristic function of A in N. If A\ ^  A2 for some AI, A2 G F, 
then it is clear that \\XA1 ~ XA2II = 1- For each A G F, choose G D so that 
ll°U — XAII < \- Then whenever A\ 7^ A2, we must have | |<i/i1 — G?A2|| > \I otherwise 
IIXAX - XAM < IIXAX - DAL\| + ||DAL - dM|| + ||rf>i2 - XA2\\ < ! < H which is 
a contradiction. Therefore the map (p : F —> D is one-to-one. This contradicts the 
fact that F is uncountable and D is countable. • 
Proposition 87. lQ0 does not have a Schauder basis. 
Proof. By Proposition 86, l^ is not separable. By Fact 25, if l^ had a Schauder 
basis, it would be separable. • 
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To supply the dual space of Zoo (and Loo), we need a few definitions. For a 
complete and rigorous treatment of Loo(^,/f) and the construction of its dual for 
a  g e n e r a l  m e a s u r e  s p a c e  ( 0 ,  / x ) ,  s e e  [ D u S c ] .  
If (f1,/j.) is a measure space and E is the borel field of Q, then we use E* to 
represent the set {E U N : E G E, N C F for some F £ E with v(/i, F) = 0}. We 
may extend ji with domain E to a //' of domain E* by imposing fi*(EUN) = 11(E), 
whenever E £ E and N C F for some F G E with v(/i, F) = 0. //* is a countibly 
additive measure [DuSc,pagelA2], We call ji* the Lebesgue Extension of \i, and 
E* is the Lebesgue Extension of E relative fi. 
Next, define Ei to be the collection of sets E C T2 such that A D E € E* for 
all A G E of finite ji* measure. Then we extend //* of domain E* to /i1 of domain 
Ei by defining Hi(E) = n*(E) if E G E* and n*x(E) = 00 otherwise. Observe that 
/ix is a countably additive measure (see [DuSc, page 296]). 
Definition 88. Finally, for a measure space (SI,//) with a domain E of (i, the 
set 6A(FI,E,/I) is defined to be the collection of all bounded, additive set functions 
defined on E which vanish on all sets of jx-measure 0. 
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ba(Cl,'L, fi) is a normed linear space when we define ||/|| = v ( f , Q )  for any 
/  G  & a ( n , E , j u ) .  
Proposition 89. The dual of l^ is ba(N,2n,/i), where is the counting mea­
s u r e .  T h i s  i s  i n  f a c t  t h e  s e t  o f  b o u n d e d  a d d i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  d e f i n e d  o n  2 N .  
Note that this proposition is a special case of Proposition 138, the proof for 
which may be found in [DuSc, page 296]. 
Proposition 90. I^ is not reflexive. 
Proof. It has already been shown that l\ is not reflexive. If lx were reflexive, l\ 
would be too. • 
Proposition 91. Z^ is not weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. First we show that Z^ is weak-star separable. To see this, observe that 
the weak-star closure of Bix embedded into Z** = Z^ is Bq* = B^, by Fact 27. It 
follows immediately from this that the weak-star closure of l\ embedded into l*x is 
Z^. Since Zi is norm separable, by Proposition 72, it is also norm separable when 
considered as a subspace of Z^. Hence Zi is a weak-star separable subspace of Z^. 
M IV* 
In this context, D = l\ = Z^, where D is chosen to be a weak-star dense 
countable subset of l\. Therefore Z^ is weak-star separable. 
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Now suppose for a contradiction that C is a weakly compact subset of I^ such that 
span(C) = loo. Then, as is weak-star separable, we may conclude by Fact 33 
that C is weakly metrizable. By Fact 29, C is weakly separable. Therefore span(C) 
is also weakly separable. Since C is weakly compact, it is weakly closed and thus 
norm closed. Hence span(C) is closed as well. Therefore span(C) = span(C) = lac. 
This contradicts the fact that Iis not separable (see Fact 86). Therefore is 
not weakly compactly generated. • 
The following proposition was stated and proved in private communication 
with Dr. W.B. Johnson. Unfortunately the proof goes far beyond the scope of this 
document, and is thus impractical to supply. Nonetheless, the following result is 
known and can be found asserted casually without proof in many texts. 
Proposition 92. has the approximation property. 
Proposition 93. The norm for is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Consider x± = (1,1,0,0,0,0,...), x2 = (0,1,1,0,0,0,...), and e = 1. 
Then dl o o(l)  = inf{ 1 - ||5±*|| : x,y e Btoo, ||x - y\\ > 1} < 1 - ||^|| = 0. • 
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CHAPTER 11 
Properties of CQ 
Despite being a subspace of Ioo, c0 enjoys many of the properties that /oo lacks. 
For example, Co is both separable and has a Schauder basis. 
Proposition 94. The subset {ei}~1 of c0 defined by (= 5ij forms a 
Schauder basis for c0. 
Proof. Let x £ c0 be given. Define xn = Tl1-=1xtel. Then we shall demonstrate that 
xn —> x. Let e > 0 be given. Choose N > 1 so that sup{|x;| : i > N} < e. This 
can be done because x £ c0. Then for all n > N, \\xn — x\\ = < e. 
Thus xn —> x, as required. Also, if we have then we must have 
(at — bi)ei = 0. This implies that sup^[a,; — b,\ = 0, or equivalently, a,t = bi 
for all i > 1. • 
Proposition 95. Co is separable. The dense countable subset is given by the set 
D of all sequences in c0 which consist of rational co-ordinates and are eventually 
0. 
Proof. Let x £ c0, and e > 0. Choose N > 1 so that |xt < e whenever i > N. 
This can be done since x £ c0. For 1 < i < N, choose yi £ Q so that |Xi — yt\ < e. 
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For i > N, define yi = 0. Then y G D and | |CC — 2/11 oo < e, since \xi — yt\ < e for 
every i > 1. So D = c0 as required. • 
Proposition 96. The dual of c0 is I i-
Proof. (Adapted from [FHHMPZ, page 44]) Define the map ( f >  : c * Q  — >  l \  by < f > ( f )  =  
(/(ei))Si- To see that <p is surjective, let y G l\. Then define / G cj by lim,n^00fn, 
where fn(x) = '£'l=ly,xl. Each fn is clearly linear. To see that each fn is bounded 
observe that for every x G CO, 
|/n(z)| < ^H=l\Vixi\ 
< SUp{|Xj |}E" = 1 | ? / i |  
=  | | s | |E? = 1 | l / i |  
<  I M H I y l l -
Therefore each /„ G cj$. It follows that / G CQ since / is the limit of a sequence of 
continuous linear functionals defined on c0 .  Then ( j > { f )  =  (. /(e-t))£i =  =  V -
If 4 > { f i )  =  4 > { f 2 ) 1  then /i and f% agree at each e?;, and thus must be the same 
function. So (j) is injective. 
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Now we will show that (b is an isometry. For / G Cg, we have 
IW/) l l i  =  l l ( / (^ )X=i l l i  
= E£ll/(e0l 
> supa:€Bco{S^1|/(ei)xi|} 
> supx6Sco{|E~1/(el)xi|} 
= supaeB {|/(a;)|} = 
Define for each n > 1, xn by .x" =sign(/(e,;)) when 1 < i < n, or 0 otherwise. 
Then II xn\\oo = 1 for each n > 1. 
For each n > 1, we have E"=1|/(e;)| = f(xn) < \f{xn)\ < ||/|| • ||a:"||oo = 
Letting n —> oo, we get E"=1|/(e;)| < ||/||, since the left hand side of the inequality 
is equal to ||0(/)||, we obtain that = 11/11- ^ 
Proposition 97. c0 is not reflexive. 
Proof. If it were, it would be linearly isometric to its second dual, which is I^ 
by Propositions 96 and 73. By Proposition 86, Ioo is not separable but c0 is by 
Proposition 95. This is a contradiction. • 
Proposition 98. c0 is weakly compactly generated. 
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Proof. Co is separable by Proposition 95. Therefore by Fact 31, it is weakly 
compactly generated. • 
Proposition 99. c0 has the approximation property. 
Proof. c0 has a Schauder basis. • 
Proposition 100. The norm for c0 is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 93. The elements used are 
also in c0. • 
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CHAPTER 12 
Properties of coo 
As mentioned previously, c0o fails to be a Banach space. It has made its way 
into this study particularly because it provides an example of an "incomplete" 
normed linear space which shares the dual of a complete one, namely c0. We do 
not include a statement regarding whether Coo has the approximation property as 
only Banach spaces are eligible, by definition. 
Proposition 101. The standard vectors where e* is defined by (e^j = 
5ij, form a Schauder basis for coo. 
Proof. Use the facts that the same set forms a Schauder basis for Co, coo is a 
subspace of c0, and each et G coo- • 
Proposition 102. cQo is separable. The dense countable subset is the set D of 
all sequences in Coo which consist of only rational co-ordinates. 
Proof. Let x G c00 and e > 0 be given. Then define y G D by choosing y t  G Q 
such that |yi — x,| < e. Then ||.x — y\\ < e and D = cQo, as required. • 
Proposition 103. The dual of c00 is l\. 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that Cg0 is linearly isometric to Cg, since it has al­
ready been shown above that Cg is linearly isometric to l\. Note that c00 is a dense 
subspace of c0. 
Let / G Cg0. We may used the Hahn Banach Theorem to extend / to an F <G Cg. 
Since c0o is dense in c0, this extension is unique. Indeed this follows from the 
continuity of F. 
Define 0 : Cg0 —> Cg by <p(f ) = F, in the above sense. We shall show that d> 
is a linear isometry. 
By the definition of an extension, <p is immediately injective. If F € Cg, then 
<p(F|Co) = F, so <p is surjective. 
For f,g e c^g, <p(af + g) = a<f>(f) + (f){g), since (a<f>(f) + (p{g))\c00 = af + g. 
So 4> is linear. 
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Finally, if x G Bco, we may choose a sequence xn in BCoo so that x" —> x. Therefore 
I  [</"(/)] ( x)  I = Hrnn->oo [4(f)] (xn)  
liTTin—^00 f (x ) 
< ,eScoo 
|, by the way the sequence {xn}%Li was defined. 
Taking the supremum over all x G BCo, we get ||<?!>(/)|| < ||/||. On the other hand, 
I l/l I = supxeBooo(|/(x)|) 
= supieBcoo(|[0(/)](a:)|) 
< supxeBco(\[(j){f)](x)\) 
= mm-
So 0 is a linear isometry. • 
Proposition 104. coo is not reflexive. 
Proof. If it were, it would be linearly isometric to it's second dual, Zoo- This 
contradicts the fact that l00 is a Banach space but c0o isn't. • 
Proposition 105. c0o is weakly compactly generated. 
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Proof. c00 is separable by Proposition 102. Therefore by Fact 31 it is weakly 
compactly generated. • 
Proposition 106. The norm for c00 is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 93. The elements used are 
also in CQO- D 
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CHAPTER 13 
Properties of c 
c is an interesting space because it is an example of a Banach space which 
shares the dual of another Banach space (co) with which it does not share the 
same structure. This demonstrates that the converse of Fact 22 is not true in 
general. 
Proposition 107. ([FHHMPZ, page 165]) The set {dl}°Zl forms a Schauder 
basis for c where 
di = (1,1,1,1,. 
d2 = (0,1,1,1,. 
d?, = (0,0,1,1,. 
C?4 = (0,0,0,1,. ..), etc. 
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Proof. Define the sequence of functions {Pn}^=l on c as follows. Let x E c. Then 
PiO) = (x1,x1,x1,x1,...), 
P2(x) = (x1,x2,x2,x2,...), 
P 3 ( x )  =  ( x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 3 e t c .  
We shall show that the set {Pn}^L 1 is a sequence of bounded linear projections on 
c satisfying the conditions of Fact 28. 
First note that dim(Pn(c)) = n. Indeed, it's spanning linearly independent set 
is given by {ei} if n = 1 and {ei, ...,en_i,dn} if n > 1. It is clear that Pn o Pm = 
Pmin{m,n}- Now we shall verify that Pn(x) x for every x E c. Let x E c. Then 
Xi —> xi for some xi E M. Choose N > 1 so large that whenever n > N, we have 
Ixn — xi\ < |. Then for all n > N, we have 
IIPn(x) - x\| = sup^dzn+i - xn\) < sup^id^n+i - xt\ + \xt - xn\) < e. Therefore 
PJi(x) ^ x. 
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To see that each Pn is bounded, estimate 
ll-Pnll = SUP ||2||<1||Pn (z) | |  
=  SUP| | 2 | |< 1 | | ( z i ,Z 2 , . . . ,Z n ,Z n , . . . ) | |  
< ||z| |  
< 1. 
It is clear that Pn are bounded linear projections of the sequence {r/n}^L] . Thus 
is a Schauder basis of c, by Fact 28. • 
Proposition 108. c is separable. The dense countable subset is given by the 
set F of all elements of c which have all rational co-ordinates and are eventually 
constant. 
Proof. Let x E c and e > 0 be given. Then Xi —»• a for some a E K. Choose 
N > 1 so that sup„>Ar|xn — a| < Next, for each 1 < n < N, choose rn E Q 
so that |rn — xn\ < e. Then choose r/v+i E Q so that |rjy+i — a\ < Then r = 
(ri,r2, ...,rN,rN+1,rN+l,rN+1,...) E F. It follows that 11x-r\\ = sup^Jxj-ril < e, 
since for all n > N, we have \xn — rn\ < \xn — a\ + \a — rn\ < e. Therefore F is 
dense in c. • 
Proposition 109. ([FHHMPZ, page 56]) The dual of c is l\. 
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Proof. We define the linear isometry ( f >  :  c *  —> l i  as follows. We will choose an 
arbitrary u  E  c * ,  and construct a u  E  l \ .  We then take 4 > ( u )  =  u .  
Define e = (1,1,1,...). First observe that for every x  =  ( C ;)£i G c >  w e  c a n  
write x  =  ( 0 e  + XQ, where Co =  ^mn^ooCn  a nd x o  £ C o -
Let u  E  c * .  Define v ' 0  =  u ( e )  and V{ = u ( e i )  for i  >  1. Notice that (fi)~! E  h ,  
since it was obtained from u\CQ using the natural isometry from CQ to (see the 
section on c0  for more details).  Define v 0  =  v ' Q  —  Choose u  =  (VJ , : ) ^ 0 .  
It is clear that the map cf> is injective. To see that it is surjective, choose a — 
(si)°lo E l\. Then define f E c* in the only linear way by setting fie,) = Si for 
i > 1 and /(e) = so . Then (f)(f) = a. Therefore <j> is surjective. 
It is clear that <f> is linear so it remains only to show that (p is an isometry. Let u E c* 
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Observe that 
u \ \  =  su P | | a . | |< 1 { |u (x) |}  
= sup|W|<1{|u(S£ia:iei)|} 
=  sup i i^Jsup^ i lx iKE-^M)]  
< £,~iN 
< i iu i i .  
On the other hand, set ^ = sign[yi) whenever vt ^ 0, and ^ = 1 otherwise. Then 
define xn = (Ci, •••, Cn> Co> Co> •••) f°r eac^ n > 1- Then ||x"|| = 1 for every n > 1. 
Also, 
KS")| = 
= |S?=0|«i|+CoSSn+l^l 
> ^Sn+llui|-
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Therefore, ||u|| > £"=0M - ££n+1| Vi| for every n > 1. Letting n —> oo, we get 
IM| > |Ml|, as required. • 
Proposition 110. c is not reflexive. 
Proof. If it were, c** would be separable. But c** is linearly isometric to l ^ ,  which 
is non-separable. • 
Proposition 111. c is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof, c is separable by Proposition 108. By Fact 31, c is weakly compactly 
generated. • 
Proposition 112. c has the approximation property. 
Proof, c has a Schauder basis by Proposition 107. Therefore by Fact 20, c has 
the approximation property. • 
Proposition 113. The norm for c is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 93. The elements used are 
also in CQO- D 
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CHAPTER 14 
Properties of C[0,1] 
We begin by exhibiting a Schauder basis for C[0,1]. Unlike the previous spaces 
in our study, the Schauder basis supplied is not as simple as taking standard unit 
vectors. 
Proposition 114. Let be a dense sequence of distinct points in [0,1] 
such that ti = 0 and t2 = 1. Then define e.t : [0,1 ]—> K in the following way. 
Define ex : [0,1] —> K and e2 : [0,1] —> K by ex(x) = 1 — x, and e2(x) = x. For 
i  >  3 ,  l e t  t ^  =  :  t j  <  t i }  a n d  t f  =  :  t j  >  U } .  
0 for 0 < t < tf 
t-tf 
u-t? for tf <t <U 
t"-t 
t f - t i  f o r u  < t <t y  
0 for tf < t < 1 
\ 
In other words, is the piecewise linear functional which has nodes at each point 
in the following set: 
{ ( t u  0 ) , ( t 2 , 0 ) , . . . , ( u , l ) } .  
Then {e,}^1 is a Schauder basis for C{0,1]. 
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For example, in the case where t\ = 0, tx = 1, t2 = <3 2 3' t4 = |, and 
t-j = we would have t'~ = <3 = |, and tf = = |. This would yield the following 
function es. 
Proof. For convenience, let X  = C[0,1]. Define P0 on C[0,1] by P o { f )  =  0. Define 
Pi by P\(f) = /(0). Then for each n > 2, define Pn(f) to be the piecewise-linear 
function defined on [0,1] with nodes at {(U, /(<»))}"= i- We will show that the Pn's 
satisfy the conditions for being canonical projections of a Schauder basis for X. 
Then we will show that they are the canonical projections of {ei}^. 
First we verify that d i m ( P n ( X ) )  =  n .  
Since P \ ( X )  is the collection of all constant functionals defined on [0,1], we have 
dimiP^X)) = 1. 
Let n > 2. Then the set {ei}™=1 is a basis for Pn(X). Indeed for / G P n ( X ) ,  
we have / = f(ti)ei. Since = St], the et's are clearly linearly independent. 
2 -
1 -
0.5 
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It follows immediately that Pn o Pm = Pmin{m,n}-
Next we verify that P n ( f )  —> / for every / G X .  
Let e > 0 be given. Since [0,1] is compact and / is continuous on [0,1], then 
/ is uniformly continuous. Choose S > 0 so that \f(x) — f(y)\ < e whenever 
\x — y\ < 8. Then choose N > 1 sufficiently large so that every subinterval of [0,1] 
which has a length of 5 or greater intersects {ti}£Li. 
Fix n > N. We can re-order the set {t,;}"=1 as in such a way that t*+1 > t*. 
Then we have 
\ \ f  -  P n { f ) \ \  =  s u p { \ f ( x ) - P n ( f ) { x ) \ : 0 < x < l }  
= max{sup[t*{ \ f { x )  -  P n ( f ) { x ) } \ } ? = i  
< max{maxXiye[i.ii»+il \f{x) - f{y) \ 
< e 
Therefore P n ( f )  / •  
Since each e l  is a non-zero element of K e r ( P i _ i ( X ) )  fl P i { X ) ,  the Pn's are the 
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canonical projections of the e^'s. 
Therefore the e^'s must form a Schauder basis for X by Fact 28. • 
Proposition 115. C[0,1] is separable. The dense countable subset is the set 
of polynomials defined on [0,1] with rational coefficients. 
Proof. It is a consequence of the Weierstrass Theorem that the set P of polyno­
mials defined on [0,1] is dense in C[0,1] ([Royden, page 213]). Note further that 
the set D of polynomials defined on [0,1] with rational coefficients is both dense 
in P, and countable. So D = D = P = C{0,1]. Therefore C[0,1] is separable. • 
Let 0 = x0 < Xi < x2 < ... < xk = 1 be a subdivision of [0,1], We de­
fine the total variation of a real valued function / defined on [0,1] by TQ (/) = 
sup{S^=1|/(xj) — where the supremum is taken over all possible subdi­
visions {xi}i=x of [0,1]. If TG1 (/) < oo, we say that / is of bounded variation over 
[0,1] and write / € BV[0,1]. We may define an equivalence relation on BV[0,1] 
as follows. For /i, /2 G BV[0,1], we say /i = /2 if J0' g(t)dfi(t) = fj g(t)df2{t) for 
all g G C[0,1]. 
We say that / is normalized if /(0) = 0 and / is continuous from the right 
at each x G [0,1). We say that / G NBV[0,1] (the set of normalized functions of 
bounded variation on [0,1]) if / G BV[0,1] and / is normalized. It turns out that 
to each / G BV[0,1], there is a unique f G NBV[0,1] such that / = /'. 
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BV[0,1] is indeed a normed linear space, when we define ||/|| = T^ ( f )  + |/(0)|. 
We then have NBV[0,1] as a subspace of BV[0,1] with norm ||/|| = Tq(J), which 
we now show is the dual of C[0,1]. See [BaNa, page 216] for a complete approach 
to this material. 
Proposition 116. ([BaNa, page 218]) The dual of C[0,1] is NBV[0,1]. The 
linear isometry 4> '• C[0,1]* —> NBV[0,1] is defined as follows. For each F G 
C[0,1]*, there is a unique f G NBV[0,1] such that F(g) = fg g(df) (Lebesgue-
S t i e l t j e s  I n t e g r a l )  f o r  a l l  g  G  C [ 0 , 1 ] .  T a k e  ( p ( F )  =  / .  
Proof. We will demonstrate that to each F G C[0,1]*, at least one such / ex­
ists in BV[0,1]. Then uniqueness will follow automatically from insisting that 
/ G NBV[0,1], using the above observation. 
Using the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we may extend F to a continuous linear F : 
Zoo([0,1]) —> ffi. where ||-F||oo = ||-f ||- In the case where F = 0, we insist that F = 0 
as well. For each s G (0,1], let X[o,s] be the characteristic function of [0, s]. Then 
X[o,s] e /oo([0,1]) for each s G (0,1]. We define the function / : [0,1] —> R by 
/(0) = 0, and f(s) = ir(X[o,s]) f°r each s G (0,1] and set 4>(F) = /. 
Now let 0 = t0 < ti < ... < tn = 1 be a subdivision of [0,1]. Then for each 
i  G  { L , . . . , n } ,  d e f i n e  a n  =  s i g n [ f ( U )  -  f ( U - i ) ] .  D e f i n e  y  :  [ 0 , 1 ]  R  b y  y ( t )  =  a x  
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if t o  < t  <  t i ,  and y ( t )  =  a; if U _ i  <  t  <  t { .  
By the way at was defined, y G /oo([0,1]), and y / 0 whenever F / 0. Letting yo = 
0 ,  a n d  y i  =  x [ o t , ]  f o r  i  G  { 1 ,  i t  t u r n s  o u t  t h a t  y ( t )  =  E ™ = 1  a ;  ( ? / » ( £ )  -  y ^ i ( t ) ) .  
By the linearity of F, 
F ( y )  =  S  
=  £n i = M f { U )  -
= E"=1|/(ti) - f { t i _ i)|, since a; = s i g n ( f ( U )  -  /(^_i)) 
So whenever 0, this gives us 
s?=il/(«i)-/(«,-i)l = FMI 
<  imi iwi  
= ii^II 
= ii^II 
If F = 0, the inequality still holds, because then /(tt) = F(x[0i(t]) = 0 for each tn. 
Taking the supremum over all such subdivisions {^}™=1, we get TQ(/) < ||F|| 
which shows that / is truly in BV[0,1]. Thus ||^)(F)|| = ||/|| = Tq(/) < 11i7")|. 
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Now let x  E C [ 0,1]. Keeping defined as above, let z ( t )  =  E"=1x(^i_1)(yi(t)—  
Then F(z) = S"=1x(^_i)(/(^) - as above. 
Then z(i) = :r(io) if t o  <  t  <  t \  and z ( t )  =  x ( t i _ i) if i < t < tj. Define 
rj = max{|ij — Note also that x is uniformly continuous, since it a con­
tinuous function defined on the compact interval [0,1]. 
Therefore if 77 —^ 0, then we also have |\z — x\ | —> 0, since the distance between t and 
the closest of the Vs becomes arbitrarily small. Using the fact that F is continuous, 
w e h a v e F ( x )  =  l i m z ^ x F ( z )  =  l i m r i ^ 0 F ( z )  =  l i m r } ^ o Y ^ = l x ( t i _ i ) { f { t i ) - f { t i _ i ) )  =  
Jp x(t)df(t), by definition of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes Integral. But since x E C[0,1], 
and F = F|c[0ii], we must also have F(x) = J* x(t)df(t) for every x E C[0,1], 
which verifies the relationship between F and / which was claimed in the propo­
sition. 
Finally, for each x E C[0,1], using properties of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, 
|F(x)| = | [  x ( t ) d f { t ) |  
Jo 
< supte[0il]{|s(t)|T01(/)} 
= MTi[(/)• 
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Therefore ||F||<r01(/) = ||/|| = ||^(F)||. 
Therefore ||0(F)|| = |F||, and <fi is a linear isometry. • 
Proposition 117. C[0,1] is not reflexive. 
Proof. If C[0,1] were reflexive, then C[0,1]** would be separable, since C[0,1] is. 
But then C[0,1]* would be separable too. So it suffices to show that C[0,1]* is not 
separable to establish a contradiction by Fact 17. Now suppose for a contradiction 
that C[0,1]* were separable. Then let D be a countable dense subset of C[0,1]*. 
Consider the functions {<5t}te[o,i] which are all defined on C[0,1] by 5t(f) — f(t). If 
h  ±  t 2  t h e n  | | 6 t l  - 5 t 2 \ \  < 2 .  I n d e e d ,  | | < 5 t l  - < 5 t 2 | |  <  | | 5 t l | |  +  | | 5 t 2 | |  =  2 ,  s i n c e  \ 5 t ( f ) \  =  
1/(01 — Il/lI whenever t G [0,1]. On the other hand, choose /o G C[0,1] so that 
/o(ti) = 1 and f0{t2) = -1, and ||/0||oo = 1- Then ||5tl-<5i2|| > \fo(ti)-fo(h)\ = 2. 
To each t G [0,1], choose an ft G D so that ||/t — StW < i For ti 7^ t2, we 
have ||/tl - /t2|| > Indeed if ||/tl - /ta|| < then ||<Jtl - <yt2|| < ||5tl - /tl|| + 
ll/ti - fh 11 + I .ft 2 ~ 11 < f < 2 which is a contradiction. So \\ftl - ft2\\ > |. 
In particular, ftl 7^ /t2. So the mapping <p : [0,1] —• D defined by 4>(t) = ft 
is an injection and maps an uncountable set into a countable one, which is the 
desired contradiction. So C[0,1]* is not separable and therefore C[0,1] cannot be 
reflexive. • 
Proposition 118. C [ 0 , 1] is weakly compactly generated. 
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Proof. C[0,1] is separable; see Fact 31. 
Proposition 119. C[0,1] has the approximation property. 
Proof. C[0,1]  has a Schauder basis. 
Proposition 120. The norm for C[0,1] is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Consider e = 1, and the following functions /i,/2 € C[0,1]. 
Define /i by f i ( x )  =  m i n {  1, 2x}, and /2 by f 2 ( x )  =  m i n {  1,2 - 2x). 
Then ||/x -f21| > |/i(0) - /2(0)| = |0- 1| = 1 = e. 
Further, 1 - ||^y^ll = 1-1 = 0. So 5c[o,i](e) = 0 when e = 1. 
Therefore C[0,1] is not uniformly convex. 
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CHAPTER 15 
Properties of L\ 
Some of the proofs of properties applied to Li will be nearly repeated when 
dealing with Lrn using only slight modifications to deal with the difference in norm. 
Proposition 121. The set {hi}?l 1 forms a Schauder basis for Lx where 
hi - X[o,i]> h2 — X[0;i) - X[i,ip 
-1 
' h2 
h3 = X[0,i) - K = X[i,f) - X[§,1]> 
I" 
hs 
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-1 
hi 
h5 = *[o,i) ~ ^[|,|]' he = x[i>D ~ = x[|.f) ~ ^ = *[!>!) ~ 
^9 = X[0,£) ~ *[&,*]' etc-
In the following proof we use the dyadic intervals, which are defined by the 
following construction algorithm. 
Definition 122. The dyadic intervals, are obtained in the following manner. 
Divide the interval [0,1] into the two subintervals [0, |) and [|, 1]. The resulting in­
tervals are dyadic intervals. In general, repeat this process for any dyadic interval, 
and the resulting two subintervals are also dyadic intervals. 
Proof. ([FHHMPZ, page 164]) Define H = 5pan({/ii}~1). If follows that H con­
tains all the characteristic functions of the dyadic intervals. From this we can 
arbitrarily approximate any step function defined on [0,1]. Therefore H = Li (see 
[Royden, page 128]). Now define Pn : H —> H by Pn(E^1aj/ij) = 
First we show that {P„}^=1 is a set of canonical projections for a Schauder basis 
for H. 
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The dimension of P n ( H )  is n .  Indeed {7tj}"=1 is immediately seen to be a spanning 
set for Pn(H). Further, for all n > 1, the function hn disagrees with all preceding 
hi's on a dyadic interval. From this it follows inductively that each set {hi,..., hn} 
is a linearly independent set. 
For each h <G //, Pn(h) —> h by definition; and the fact that Prn o Pn = Prmn{m,n} 
is obvious. 
Therefore is a Schauder basis for H by Fact 28. Since the completion 
of H  is Li, it remains only to show that { P n }  is a uniformly bounded set. Indeed 
we would then have, by Fact 32, that {hi}^ is a Schauder basis for the completion 
of H, which is L\. 
Note first that if / = and g = ath.n where am+1 / 0, then / and g 
differ only on some interval I of length 2~n for some n > 1. Further, / is constant 
on /; let us say that / is constantly some value b on I. In particular, we would 
have g(x) = b + am+i for the first half of I and g(x) = b — am_i for the second half 
of I. 
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Then 
2 " 1|6 + am+i\ + 2 n 1|6 —am+i| 
1 1 
2 n [ n \ b  + am+l| + 2 I'' — am+l|] 
> 2"n 
1 1 
2 "1 2 + am+l) + 2 ~~ am+l)\ 
2-n\b\ 
This gives 11/| I = Jo1 |/| = J[0jl]_/ |/| + /7 |/| = /[0]1]_/ \g\ + ff 1/1 <  / [ 0 1 ] _ /  \ g \  +  
Therefore, ||-Pn(/)|| < ||/|| for all n > 1 and / G H. This immediately gives 
us ||-Pn|| < 1 for all n > 1, by taking the supremum of both sides of the equation 
over all / € BLl. So this shows that {/),,;}is a Schauder basis for the completion 
Proposition 123. Li is separable. The countable dense subset is given by the 
set P of all polynomials over [0,1] with rational coefficients. 
Proof. By Proposition 115, P is dense in C[0,1]. Also, C[0,1] is dense in Lx (see 
[Royden, page 128]). Note that the result stated in the supplied reference insists 
that p / 1. Since the proof that is also supplied in the reference does not depend 
on the fact that p ^ 1, we may apply it. • 
(Lx) of if. • 
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Proposition 124. The dual of L\ is L^. The mapping <p : L\ —> L^ is given 
a s  f o l l o w s :  f o r  F  €  L \  d e f i n e  c f ) ( F )  t o  b e  t h e  u n i q u e  f  £  L w  s u c h  t h a t  F { g )  =  J *  g f  
(Lebesgue integral) for every g £ L\. 
To simplify notation, we will usually refer to 4>{F) by / in the following proof, 
as soon as it is defined. 
Proof. Let F € L\. For each t G [0,1], let X[o,t) (where we take [0,0) = (j>) be the 
characteristic function of [0,t) and then define a(t) = F(x[o,t))- We will now show 
that a is absolutely continuous. So let {[T;, ^]}"=1 be a sequence of closed intervals 
w i t h  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  i n t e r i o r s .  S e t  e ,  =  s i g n ( a ( t i )  —  a ( r i ) ) .  
£™=1|a(U) - a(Ti)| = Y%=l€i{oi(ti) - a(r.)) 
= F(E?=1ei(x[0>ti) - X[o,r4)))» by the definition of a 
<  \ \ F \ \ •  ~  X [ o , T t ) ) \ \  
Then 
W F W - i ^ i U - T i ) ) .  
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Therefore a is an absolutely continuous function and hence by the Lebesgue Fun­
d a m e n t a l  T h e o r e m  o f  C a l c u l u s ,  t h e r e  i s  a  f u n c t i o n  o l  s u c h  t h a t  a ( t )  —  a ( 0 )  =  f *  o l  
for every t G [0,1]. Since a(0) = F(x[0,0)) = ^(x^) = ^(0) = 0, choosing / = a', 
w e  g e t  F ( x [ 0 i t ) )  =  a ( t )  =  J *  f  =  X [ o , t ) f -
Now if g  is any step function defined on [0,1], we can write it as g  =  E™=1CiX[mi)Tli) 
for real numbers {c;}™=1 and intervals {[mt, nj)}™=1. 
But then 
F ( g )  =  F ( Y % = l C i X [ r n u n i ) )  
=  S ^ 1 c l [ F ( x [ 0 , „ i ) )  -  F ( X [ 0 , m i ) ) ]  
^I=LCI[ f  X [ 0 ,rii) f  f  X[0 ,m,i) f \  
J o  J o  
=  
S r = l [ /  C i X l O . n o / -  f  C i X [ 0 , m i ) f ]  J o  J o  
= sr . j / 'c ix ,  
J o  
J o  
f g f -
J o  
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Now choose g to be a bounded measurable function defined on [0,1]. then let 
{gn}™=i be a sequence of step functions such that gn <j almost everywhere. 
Indeed such a sequence exists (see [Royden, page 128]). Since g is bounded, we 
may take {gn}nLi to be bounded as well. So {\g — ,9n|}^°=1 is a uniformly bounded 
sequence which converges to 0 almost everywhere. By the Bounded Convergence 
Theorem ([Royden, page 84]), J* \g — gn\ —» 0. Therefore \\g — gn\|i —>• 0. Using 
the continuity of F, we have 
Since g n f  <  M \ f \ ,  where M is the bound for the sequence {gn}^=\, we have 
on [0,1]. We will use this fact later to show that / G L ^ .  Finally, let g  G Li and 
let e > 0 be given. Then, as above, choose a step function h so that ||p — h\\i < e. 
F ( g )  =  F i l i r r i n - ^ a o  
limn^ocF(gn) 
F ( g )  =  LIRRIN^OO JQ g n f  =  J o  9  f  f°r every bounded measurable function g  defined 
<  \ F ( g  —  h ) \  +  e s s  sup{|/(x)|} f \g - h\ 
Jo 
< (HFll  +  H/IUe.  
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Since e > 0 was arbitrary we must have |F ( g )  —  Jq g f \  =  0, or F ( g )  =  /J g f ,  for 
every g  £  L \ .  
Next we show that / £ L ^ .  First note that f g  =  F ( g )  <  ||g||i • ||F|| for all 
g  £  L x .  T h e n  f o r  e  >  0 ,  s e t  E  =  { x  £  [ 0 , 1 ]  :  \  f ( x ) \  >  | | F | | + e }  a n d  g  =  s i g n ( f ) x E -
Then we have ||<7||i = JE |p| = 1 = rn(E) and can hence compute 
I|F|| • m ( E )  = ||F|| • \ \ g \ h  
> I f  fg\ 
J o  
= [ l / l  
J E 
>  f m \ + t )  
JE 
= (||F|| + e) • m ( E ) .  
This forces m ( E )  =  0. Thus ess sup(/) < ||F|| < oo and / £ 1]. 
It is obvious that cf) is surjective. To see that 0 is injective, suppose (j)(Fi) = r/)(F2). 
For Fi, F2 £ L\. Then for each g £ Li, we have Fi(g) = J* g(p(Ft) = J* g4>(F2) = 
F2(g). Therefore Fx = F2. So 4> is injective. 
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Now we show that <j) is an isometry. 
\ \F\ \  =  s uP l | f f | |< 1{l  /  9 f  1} 
J o  
<  Z 1  M l / I  
J o  
< ess supte[0il]{|/(i)|} / \g \  
J o  
= 11/11-Nl 
< 
The other inequality comes directly out of the proof above that / 6 L^. Since <fi 
is obviously linear, this completes the proof. • 
Proposition 125. L\ is not reflexive. 
Proof. We will show in Proposition 136 that L ^ is not separable. If L \  were 
reflexive, then L\* would be separable since L\ is. But then if L{* = {L\)* were 
separable, L\ = would be too. • 
Proposition 126. Lx is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. Li is separable, see Fact 31. • 
Proposition 127. Lx has the approximation property. 
Proof. L \  has a Schauder basis. • 
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Proposition 128. The norm for L\ is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Consider e = 1, and the following functions f i , f 2  G C[0,1]. 
Define /i by f x { x )  = 2x[0,i), and f 2  by f 2 ( x )  =  2 x [ i ,i]-
Then MA - f 2 1| =  f 0  1 \ f \  - /2| = 2 > 1, 1 - ||^|| = 0, and UAH = ||/2|| = 1. 
Then Ml) = inf{l " ll^ll = *>V e SLl,\\x - y\\ > 1} < 1 - ||^|| = 0. So 
S L l (  i) = o. • 
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CHAPTER 16 
Properties of L p  
We assume in this section that 1 < p  < oo. While having a more complex 
norm t h an Li, due to the difference in norm, it may come as a surprise that Lp has 
attractive properties that Lx does not, such as reflexivity, and uniform convexity. 
The Schauder basis we supply for Lp is the same as the one given for L\. 
Proposition 129. The set {hi}^ forms a Schauder basis for Lp where 
hi - X[o,i]> h2 - X[o,i) _ X[i,i]j 
-1 
h2 
h3 = X[0,i)-X[i,i], h* = X[1,|) - X[|,1]» 
1- — 
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/i4 
^ = X[o,i) " X[i,i], h6 = X[i,|) - X[|,i], h7 = x^j) - X[§,§], hB = x^ -
h9 = X[0,i) -X[^,I], etc-
We omit the proof for Proposition 129, and instead refer the reader to the proof 
of Proposition 124 which is nearly identical. 
Proposition 130. Lp is separable. The countable dense subset is given by the 
set P of all polynomials over [0,1] with rational coefficients. 
Proof. See the section on C[0,1] for a proof that P is dense in C[0,1]. It is 
a standard result in real analysis that C[0,1] is dense in Lp (see [Royden, page 
128]). • 
The following result is a form as the Riesz Representation Theorem. 
Proposition 131. The dual of Lp is Lq, where q = The mapping 
4> : —» Lq is given as follows: for F £ L* define 4>{F) to be the unique f G Lq 
s u c h  t h a t  F ( g )  =  J *  g f  ( L e b e s g u e  i n t e g r a l )  f o r  e v e r y  g  G  L p .  
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To simplify notation, we will usually refer to <f>{F) by / in the following proof, 
as soon as it is defined. 
Proof. Let F G L*. For each t G [0,1], let X[o,t) (take [0,0) to be empty) be the 
characteristic function of [0, t) and then define a(t) = -F(X[o,t))- We will now show 
that a is absolutely continuous. So let {[T;, ^]}"=1 be a sequence of closed intervals 
with pairwise disjoint interiors. Set = sign(a(t. l) — CK(TZ ) ) .  
£™=1H^) - a(Ti)I = £"=1£i(a(ti) - a(Ti)) 
= F(E"=1€i(x[o,ti) ~ X[o,rO)) 5 by the definition of a 
< ||F|| • HSJLiCiCxp.to - Xio.ro) 11 
Therefore a is an absolutely continuous function and therefore, by the Lebesgue 
F u n d a m e n t a l  T h e o r e m  o f  C a l c u l u s ,  t h e r e  i s  a  f u n c t i o n  o l  s u c h  t h a t  a ( t )  —  a ( 0 )  =  
f* ol for every t G [0,1]. Since a(0) = F(x[0,o)) = = 0, choosing / = a', we 
Then 
\ \ F \ \ •  .  
get F(x[0it)) = a{t) = Jo f = Jo X[o,t) f -
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Now if g is any step function defined on [0,1], we can write it as g = £™=1c;X[mi)ni) 
for real numbers {Q}™=1 and intervals rij)}"=1. 
But then 
F ( g )  =  F ( £ ^ 1 c i x [ m i , „ i ) )  
= £™=iCiF(x[mt,ni)) 
= S?=1ci[F(x[o,„i)) - F ( X [ o , m i ) ) ]  
^ i = I  X [ 0 ,Tii) f  / X[0,mi)/] 
JO Jo 
^i=1 [  C i X [ 0 , m ) f  [  ^ i X [ 0 , m i ) f  
Jo Jo 
= S?=1 [ CiX[mi>ni)f 
Jo 
I ^-'i=l("iX[mi,ni)f 
Jo 
f [S?=lCiXK.ni)]/ 
Jo '0
f g f  
Jo 
Now choose g to be an bounded measurable function defined on [0,1] then let 
{gn}^Li be a sequence of step functions such that gn —> g almost everywhere. 
Indeed such a sequence exists (see [Royden, page 69]). Since g is bounded, we 
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may take the sequence {gn}nLi to be bounded as well. Therefore the sequence of 
functions {\g — gn|p}^Li is uniformly bounded and converges to 0 almost every­
where. Therefore by the Bounded Convergence Theorem ([Royden, page 84]), 
fo 1.9 ~ 9n\p —• 0. This gives us \\g — gn\\p 0. Then using the continuity of F, 
w e  m u s t  h a v e  F ( g )  =  =  l i m ^ ^  F ( g n )  =  l i m ^ o o  J *  g n f  =  J *  g f .  
The latter equality is a direct application of the Lebesgue convergence theorem. 
Indeed gnf —• gf almost everywhere, and gnf < M\f\, where M > 0 is the bound 
for the sequence {gn}r^=i- So we have F(g) = JQl gf for every bounded measurable 
g defined on [0,1], which is a fact we shall use later to show that / £ Lq. Finally, 
choose g to be any element of Lp, and let e > 0 be given then choose a step func­
tions h defined on [0,1] so that ||<7 — h\\p < e. Indeed such an h exists (see [Royden, 
page 128]). 
Since h  is bounded, we have F ( h )  =  J *  h f .  Therefore, 
\ F { g ) - f g f \  =  \ F ( g )  -  F ( h )  +  f 1  h f  -  f 1  g f \  
Jo Jo Jo 
<  \ F { g - h ) \  +  \  !  { h - g ) f \  
Jo 
< ||F|| • ||g - h\\p + \\f\\q • ||g - h\\p, using Fact 23 
< (M + ll / l l , )*  
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Since ||F|| and ||/||9|| were fixed, and e > 0 was arbitrary, we must have F ( g )  =  
fg gf for every g G Lp. Next we show that / G Lq. 
Consider the sequence of functions defined by g n { x )  =  \ f ( x ) \ q ~ l s i g n ( f { x ) )  
if \ f ( x ) \  <  n  and g n ( x )  =  0 otherwise. 
Since each g n  is bounded and measurable, we have F ( g n )  =  g n f . Then we 
must have \F(gn)\ < ||F|| • ||^„||p. 
So then 
19n 
IP — 
< 
f \9n J 0 
[ M*)| • IPnWI5^5 
Jo 
f \9n\ • |/| Jo 
F(g n )  
=  \F{g n ) \  
< 11*11 
= i i^ i i ( /Vn".  
Jo 
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This gives /J \< 7''| ij J dividing both sides by ( J *  \ g n \ p ) "  we get 
/ , > n | « < | | F | | .  
By the way each gn was defined, \gn\ —> |/|9_1 almost everywhere. 
So (Jo1 l/l9)' = (/ol/l^)1 ^ lim{Jo \9n\p) lq < ||F||. This simultaneously 
demonstrates that f £ Lq and that 
It is immediate that the mapping (f> is surjective. To see that it is injective, as­
suming (p(Fi) = <t>(F2), for some FL, F2 € L*. Then for each g € Lp, we have 
Fi(g) = J* g(b(Fi) = J* g(j){F2) = F2(g). So F\ and F2 behave the same on Lp and 
are thus the same function. It is clear that <j) is linear. 
It remains only to show that ||F|| < ||/||9. 
Indeed ||F|| = supMflM<1{|JF,(^)|} < sup^H^I^1 |/| •  | $ | }  <  | | / | | , I M I P  =  l l / l l g ,  
using Fact 23. • 
Proposition 132. Lp is reflexive. 
Proof. Let Ip : Lp —> L* be defined as the inverse of the canonical isometry from 
L* to Lp which is defined in Proposition 131. Let Iq : Lq —> L* be defined simi­
larly. Let x** € Lp. Since x** o Iq is a continuous linear functional defined on Lq, 
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x** o Iq  E L*. So there exists an x E Lp so that x** o Iq  = Ip(x), since Ip  is 
bijection. Now for any x* E L*, there is a y E Lq so that Iq(y) = x*. 
Finally we may compute 
x**(x*) = x**(Iq(y)) 
= [JP(^)](y) 
=  /  y l ~ x ( l p ( x ) ) ,  by definition of I p  and Proposition 131 
Jo 
= /% 
Jo 
=  /  x l q ' l { l q { y ) ) ,  by definition of Iq and Proposition 131 
Jo 
= [/,(*)](*) 
=  x * ( x )  
= k(^)](^)  
Therefore the canonical embedding n : Lp —> L** is surjective and hence Lp 
reflexive. 
Proposition 133. Lp is weakly compactly generated by BLp. 
Proof. Lp is reflexive. 
Proposition 134. Lp has the approximation property. 
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Proof. Lp has a Schauder basis. • 
Proposition 135. The norm for Lp is uniformly convex. 
Note that the following proof is very similar to that of proposition 85. 
Proof. To prove that Lp has a uniformly convex norm, let e G (0,2], and then 
choose 8 = S(e4~p) from Lemma 84. 
Now suppose that /, g  G  B L p ,  and ||/ — <?|| > e. As in Lemma 84, we may as­
s u m e  t h a t  l l / H  =  1  a n d  | | g | |  <  | | / | | .  D e f i n e  M  =  { t  e  [ 0 , 1 ]  :  e p ( \ f ( t ) \ p  +  \ g ( t ) \ p )  <  
A\f(t)—g(t)\p}. We may consider LP(M) as a subset of Lp (if we interpret elements 
of LP(M) to be restrictions of functions defined on [0,1]). Let IHIM denote its norm. 
We claim that max{||/||^,\\g\\pM} > 
To see this, note that JJ0;1]_M |/~# < F/[O,I]-M(I/IP+I^IP) ^ F J{O,I}(\F\P+\F\P"> ^ 
eP 
2 • 
Since ||/ — ff|| > e, we must have f M  \ f  —  g \ p  >  y and thus ||/ — g\\M > e2_p. 
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Therefore 
max{||/||M, II^IIM} > ^(II/IIM + IISIIM) 
— 2^1^" — 0HA4- H- I|0 — S'LLIW) 
p+1 
2 p 
From this our claim follows immediately. 
Then we can estimate using the definition of M and 5, 
\ f \ '  +  ) s \ '  , /  +  » , „  _  ( , \ f \ r  +  \ g \ *  J  +  3  / > / 
JfO.ll * z J k 
P\ 
'[o,i] ^ ^ M 2 2 
J M 2 
5 
2 , /M  
> 
•  [ ( i / r + b n  
JM 
(11/111 +l ls l lM 
5-{ | | / l l 'M , l l9 l lW} 
5 - e P  
2P+2 
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Rearranging this inequality formed from the first and last lines above, we get 
f I f+9 In c f l/l"+|g|p _ 6tp 
J[0,1] ' 2 I — J[0,1] 2 2P+2 
Hence 
2 ~~ J\ oil  2  2 p + 2  ^[0,1] 
ep i 
- ^ 
since f > 9  e Blp  
and finally 
5i p (e)  >!  — ( !  — >  0.  •  
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CHAPTER 17 
Properties of LM 
As a generalization of /l00, has similar short-comings when it comes to 
uniform convexity, separability, and weakly compact generation. Many of the 
proofs are analagous, depite the more complex measure-theoretic definition of L^'s 
norm. 
Proposition 136. ([FHHMPZ, 15]) is not separable. 
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that Lx is separable. Then choose D to be a 
dense countable subset of Lx. Define the functions ft = X[».t] f°r t G [0,1]. Then 
f o r  e a c h  t  €  [ 0 , 1 ] ,  c h o o s e  d t  E  D  s o  t h a t  | | c ? t  —  / t | |  <  i -  T h e n  w h e n e v e r  h  <  t 2 ,  
we have \ \dtl — dt21| > Indeed suppose for a contradiction that \\dtl — dt21| < 
Then we would have ||/tl - ft2\\ < ||ftl - dtl\\ + ||dtl - dt2\\ + \\dt2 - ft2\\ < |, 
which contradicts the fact that ||/tl — ft211 > 1, since \ fu (t) — ft2(t)\ = 1 whenever 
t E ^1^2], which is a set of measure t2 — ti > 0. Thus the map 0 : [0,1] —» D 
defined by cp(t) = dt is an injective mapping from an uncountable set to a countable 
set, a contradiction. Therefore must not be separable. • 
Proposition 137. has no Schauder basis. 
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Proof. By Proposition 136, L^ is not separable. If Loo had a Schauder basis, it 
would be separable by Fact 25. • 
The reader is referred to [DuSc, page 296] for a proof of the most general version 
of the following proposition. For the definition of the space ba([(), 1], Ei, /L/j) (and 
in particular how to obtain Ei and fi1 from E and /./), see the text immediately 
preceding Proposition 89. 
Proposition 138. The dual of is ba([0,1], Ei,  where E is the collection 
of all Borel subsets of [0,1], and fi is the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. 
Proposition 139. L^ is not reflexive. 
Proof. It has already been shown that Li is not reflexive. If Lx 
reflexive, Ly would be too. 
Proposition 140. L^ is not weakly compactly generated. 
The following proof is analagous to that of Proposition 91. 
Proof. First we show that L^ is weak-star separable. To see this, observe that 
the weak-star closure of BL1 embedded into L\* = L*^ is BL** = BL^, by Fact 
27. It follows immediately from this that the weak-star closure of Li embedded 
into L*^ is L^. Since Li is norm separable, by Proposition 123, it is also norm 
separable when considered as a subspace of LHence Li is a weak-star separable 
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w* * 
subspace of L^. In this context, D = L\ = Lwhere D is chosen to be a 
weak-star dense countable subset of L\. Therefore L^ is weak-star separable. 
Now suppose for a contradiction that C is a weakly compact subset of L^ such 
that span(C) = Lx. Then by Fact 33, C is weakly metrizable. By Fact 29, C is 
weakly separable. Therefore span(C) is also weakly separable. Since C is weakly 
compact, it is weakly closed and thus norm closed. Hence span(C) is closed as 
well. Therefore span(C) = span(C) = Loo- This contradicts the fact that Loo is 
not separable (see Fact 136). Therefore Loo is not weakly compactly generated. • 
Similarly to Proposition 92, a proof of the following proposition was supplied 
in private communication with Dr. W.B. Johnson. 
Proposition 141. L^ has the approximation property. 
Proposition 142. The norm for is not uniformly convex. 
Proof. Consider the functions / = X[o,§] an(l 9  =  X[i,i]• Then f , g  G BLcro, and 
| | / -g | |  = 1.  SodL o o (e)  = inf i i^i i^i j l  — l l^ l l  :  \ \x-y\ \  > e} < 1- | |^ | |  =0.  •  
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CHAPTER 18 
Dimension 
It is a known fact that an infinite dimensional Banach space will never have 
countable dimension. We briefly verify this in this section. 
Definition 143. Let X be a topological vector space. A subset U of X is said 
to be nowhere dense if U does not contain an interior point. 
Definition 144. Let X be a topological vector space. We say that a subset 
U of X is of first Baire category if it can be written as a countable union of 
nowhere dense sets. Otherwise, we say that U is of second Baire category. 
Proposition 145. Let X be an infinite dimensional topological vector space. 
Suppose that X is the countable union of a collection of finite dimensional subspaces 
of X. Then X is of first category in itself. 
Proof. Let X = U^izlVn, where each Vn is a finite dimensional subspace of X. 
Since each Vn is finite dimensional, it is closed. So if each Vn has empty interior, 
then X is a countable union of nowhere dense sets and we are done. Suppose Vn 
has an interior point x, for some n > 1. Then we may choose a neighborhood 
U of 0 such that x + U C Vn. Since Vn is a subspace, — x + (x + U) is also 
a subset of Vn. Choose an arbitrary y G X. Since U is a neighborhood of 0, 
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there must be some sufficiently small scalar a > 0 so that ay G U. Therefore 
ay = —x + x + ay G — x + (x + U) C V. Since Vn is a subspace, it must contain 
±-ay = y. By the way y was chosen, Vn = X. This contradicts the fact that Vn is 
finite dimensional. • 
Proposition 146. No infinite-dimensional Banach space has a countable Hamel 
basis. 
Proof. By the Baire category theorem, every complete metric space is of second 
category in itself. Suppose for a contradiction that some infinite dimensional Ba­
nach space X = span{ei}^1. Then let V be the collection of all finite subsets of 
N. Then V is countable. Define, for U &V,Yu = span{ei : i G U}. Then we have 
X = Ui/gyYj/. Then X is a countable union of finite dimensional subspaces and is 
thus of first category in itself. This is a contradiction. • 
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CHAPTER 19 
Conclusion 
For ease of reference, the results are summarized in the table below. Before 
the time of writing it was expected that many of the results would follow from 
other results, thus easily filling in a large portion of the table. Some of the more 
difficult issues, such as the representation of the dual of C[0,1] required significant 
research. This also was to be expected; in fact were this not the case, it would 
lower the value of the work we have done. 
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Basis Separable Dual 
mn Yes, Prop. 43 Yes, Prop. 44 R n ,  Prop.  45 
ini Yes, Prop. 50 Yes, Prop. 51 ProP- 52 
1 p  .  ( p  >  ! )  Yes, Prop. 57 Yes, Prop. 58 Z™, Prop.  59 
& Yes, Prop. 64 Yes, Prop. 65 Prop. 66 
k Yes, Prop. 71 Yes, Prop. 72 loo, Prop. 73 
I p j  (P  1) Yes, Prop. 78 Yes, Prop. 79 lq, Prop. 80 
loo No, Prop. 87 No, Prop. 86 ba Prop. 89 
coo Yes, Prop. 101 Yes, Prop. 102 l \ ,  Prop.  103 
c0 Yes, Prop. 94 Yes, Prop. 95 Zi,  Prop.  96 
c Yes, Prop. 107 Yes, Prop. 108 l i ,  Prop. 109 
C[ 0,1] Yes, Prop. 114 Yes, Prop. 115 N B V [ 0,1], Prop. 116 
u Yes, Prop. 121 Yes, Prop. 123 Loo, Prop. 124 
Lp,  (p > 1) Yes, Prop. 129 Yes, Prop. 130 L q  Prop. 131 
LqO No, Prop. 137 No, Prop. 136 ba, Prop. 138 
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Reflexive Weakly Compactly Generated 
R" Yes, Prop. 46 Yes, Prop. 47 
li No, Prop. 53 Yes, Prop. 54 
i) Yes, Prop. 60 Yes, Prop. 61 
Yes, Prop. 67 Yes, Prop. 68 
k Yes, Prop. 74 Yes, Prop. 75 
ip-> (p ^ i) Yes, Prop. 81 Yes, Prop. 82 
^oo No, Prop. 90 No, Prop. 91 
c00 No, Prop. 104 Yes, Prop. 105 
c0 No, Prop. 97 Yes, Prop. 98 
c No, Prop. 110 Yes, Prop. Ill 
C[0,1] No, Prop. 117 Yes, Prop. 118 
Li No, Prop. 125 Yes, Prop. 126 
L p ,  ( p  >  1) Yes, Prop. 132 Yes, Prop. 133 
Loo No, Prop. 139 No, Prop. 140 
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Approximation Property Uniformly Convex 
R" Yes, Prop. 48 Yes, Prop. 49 
11 Yes, Prop. 55 No, Prop. 77 
i;, (p > i) Yes, Prop. 62 Yes, Prop. 63 
& Yes, Prop. 69 No, Prop. 70 
k Yes, Prop. 76 No, Prop. 77 
{p ^ i) Yes, Prop. 83 Yes, Prop. 85 
Zoo Yes, Prop. 92 No, Prop. 93 
coo N/A No, Prop. 106 
c0 Yes, Prop. 99 No, Prop. 100 
c Yes, Prop. 112 No, Prop. 113 
C[0,1] Yes, Prop. 119 No, Prop. 120 
u Yes, Prop. 127 No, Prop. 128 
L p ,  ( p  >  1) Yes, Prop. 134 Yes, Prop. 135 
Loo Yes, Prop. 141 No, Prop. 142 
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